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Abstract
An investigation is made of the total dielectric function of metals and alloys 
in this thesis. The thesis is divided into two main parts. The first represents 
an attempt to find a form of the total dielectric function for metals and alloys 
which is presented in Chapter 2 and 3. The second part, presented in Chapter 
4, is concerned with an application relating to the superconducting properties of 
materials and from the total dielectric function to find their energy gaps through 
the BCS gap equation.
In the first chapter, an introduction to the dielectric function is given and sets 
in perspective the relevant theoretical approaches prior to that undertaken in the 
present work.
A general formalism of the static total dielectric function in metals has been 
derived following a simple model which gives the dielectric function directly from 
the equations of motion of the electrons and ions. The interaction between two test 
charges in a solid is described in terms of a screened Coulomb potential through a 
total dielectric function that includes electronic and lattice polarisation. The di­
electric property of a metal is determined by the free electrons in it, as also by the 
ions in the lattice positions corresponding to its crystalline structure. The contribu­
tion of the ions has two components, one corresponding to their intrinsic induced 
polarisation, and the other corresponding to the induced polarisation associated 
with their displacements from equilibrium position. There have been some studies 
of the total dielectric response of a metal, which incorporates both the electronic 
and ionic contributions, [see Allen al al (1988), Dolgov and Maksimov (1989)].
5In the discussion of the total dielectric function, a general form of electronic 
dielectric function is required; therefore the concept of local-field correction is in­
troduced for completeness in the discussion. When considering the effect from 
the structure of the ions, van der Waals interaction is considered, that being the 
dominant non-Coulombic interaction between two ions. The strength of this is de­
termined by the polarisability of the ions. Consideration of the pseudopotentials 
in electron-ion interaction is included -  this turns out to be important to obtain 
proper results for energy gaps, and is discussed in Chapter 4. As an example, alu­
minium is studied and the total dielectric function of aluminium is obtained based 
on different models of local-field corrections which are shown in figures 2.1 to 2.3.
The treatment of alloys in Chapter 3 is similar to that for simple metals in 
Chapter 2. A total dielectric function is developed for a binary alloy. For tran­
sition metals, pseudopotentials play a key role in the form of interaction between 
electrons and ions. The pseudopotential theory for simple metals is reasonably 
good, but not so for transition metals. As one of the simplest forms the Ashcroft 
pseudopotential is used for system. The numerical results of the total dielectric 
function for the binary alloy NbTa is not given until Chapter 4 in which pseudopo­
tentials are discussed.
Pseudopotential theory is discussed briefly in Chapter 4. The total dielectric 
functions developed in Chapter 2 and 3 are recalculated including pseudopotentials. 
The total dielectric function of metals and some alloys is then developed with 
inclusion of van der Waals interaction and taking into account the contribution of 
the free electrons, and of the ions through the polarisation associated with their 
vibrations. With the total dielectric functions, superconducting energy gaps for 
some materials are evaluated. Results show some improvements; e.g., 4.9% for 
NbTa and 6.8% for aluminium when the van der Waals interaction is taken into 
account.
The results for the superconducting energy gaps shown in the thesis are different 
from these predicted in the BCS theory. It is suggested that this discrepancy could 
be reduced by invoking the change of the parameters in the electronic dielectric 
function occurring in the local field correction and by properly choosing the form
of the pseudopotential.
Most of material presented in chapter 2 has been published 
K. Wang
The total dielectric function of a metallic crystal
Journal of Physics: C ondensed M atter  4, 4807 (1992)
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the dielectric function
1.1 Some remarks
The study of dielectric properties is one of the most important topics of con­
densed matter physics. The dielectric function together with the magnetic perme­
ability of a medium are associated with the response functions, which describe the 
response of the medium to various external electromagnetic influences. They are 
sources of information not only about the direct results of the external action on 
the medium but also about its internal structure and properties.
The theory of dielectric properties has undergone considerable evolution over 
the last two hundred years. In the early years, when measurement of electrical 
and magnetic properties of a medium were not very accurate, its dielectric proper­
ties were described in terms of its “dielectric constant”, which was a dimensionless 
number. It is now more appropriate to the dielectric properties of the medium by a 
“dielectric function”, which is a tensor function of the frequency and wave number 
of the external field, of the ambient temperature and pressure, etc. Considerable 
progress has been made over the last decades both in the understanding of the gen­
eral properties of the dielectric function and in the calculation of this quantity for 
many classes of media. Some pioneers who worked on the dielectric properties of 
the electron gas are Lindhard, Bohm, Pines, Nozieres, and many others during this 
period. For the electron gas the dielectric function in the so-called Random Phase 
Approximation (RPA) has been the standard reference basis for further improve­
ments. There are a large number of problems that have not as yet been solved and 
remain an area of vigourous activity in investigation of the condensed state. One
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such area is the theory of superlattices which has developed in recent decades [see 
Raj and Tilley (1989) in Modern problems in condensed m atter sciences vol.24]. 
This thesis deals with an investigation of the total dielectric function of metals and 
some alloys, taking into account the contributions of the free electrons, and of the 
ions through the polarisation associated with their vibrations.
1.2 General considerations
The interaction between two test charges in a solid can be described in terms of 
a total dielectric function that includes the effects of electronic and lattice polari­
sation. To calculate the total dielectric function in a medium region of wave vector
k, the key point is to have a good electronic dielectric function.
l .  2.1 Electronic dielectric function
The calculation of many properties of simple metals is based on the jellium  
model. In this model, one studies the interaction among the electrons themselves, 
whereas the lattice of positive m etal ions is replaced by a rigid uniform background. 
The large amount of research on this system is due to its conceptual simplicity. The 
main reason for the persisting interest in this model is the fact tha t in many metals, 
the conduction electrons approximately have a homogeneous distribution in space. 
Furtherm ore many theories for inhomogeneous systems use the jellium  model as 
a starting point for further investigations. A basic quantity for the study of the 
jellium model is the frequency and wave vector dependent longitudinal electronic 
dielectric function £e(q,u;), which not only allows the study of the electronic dielec­
tric response but also the calculation of several other properties, such as the ground 
state energy, the dynamic structure factor 5(q,u>), the pair correlation function g(r) 
[see Lindhard (1954), Bohm and Pines (1953) and Pines and Nozieres (1966)].
The two limiting cases which have been studied in sufficient detail are for high 
and low densities. The concepts of high and low densities themselves are defined 
here in the natural quantum  scales, where the length unit is the Bohr radius a0 
and the density unit is a~3. For the electron gas at high densities, (i.e., na3 1, n 
being the number density of electrons), the polarisability can be calculated directly
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and rather precisely and is given by the Lindhard formula, [see Lindhard (1954)]
Here Pp = ^[37r277.]1/3, ( = |k|/2P/r, and ( = u;m/|k|Pp. This expression and its 
various modifications have become the basis of all the subsequent theories of the 
electron liquid. It does not take into account the effects of the correlation between 
particles, and the difference between the local field and the average field since, in the 
limit under consideration these effects are small. Therefore, all the modifications of 
the Lindhard formula that have been proposed aim at extending this formula to the 
region of moderate densities by taking into account approximately the short-range 
correlations between electrons.
On the other hand, in the limit of small densities, na?0 <C 1, the spatially ho­
mogeneous state proves to be unstable. As was originally shown by Wigner [see 
Wigner (1934) and Wigner (1938)], the electrons then are localised in the neigh­
bourhoods of the points of a certain crystalline lattice, and the so-called Wigner 
crystal is thus formed. Here the presence of a spatially homogeneous, rigid sub­
strate with a compensating positive charge is assumed. Actually, of course, when 
account is taken of the discrete structure of positive charges in the low density limit 
the system is transformed into a gas of neutral atoms. However, for the analysis 
of the general properties of the theory of many-electron systems and also for the 
description of certain particular systems, the concept of the Wigner crystal turns 
out to be very fruitful.
However, in real condensed media the electron densities are in the intermediate 
region naI ~  1. In this case, it is hard to develop a satisfactory theory for electron 
dielectric function. In order to make some practical progress, many approaches 
based on various approximations, including direct numerical simulation, have been 
proposed and used. The electron local-field correction is introduced in the discus­
sion of electron dielectric function for use in this intermediate density region, and 
will be discussed further in this thesis.
X„(k,u)) = e 'm P f
2>rÄ3|kp
(1 -  0  - V
L ( i  +  C ) 2- f 2 J
, 1 -  C2 -  £ 2 ,
+ ------ 4J------ ( i  + 4 ) 2  -  C 2  
. ( 1  -  £ ) 2  -  C 2 ,
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1.2.2 Local-field correction in a electronic system
In the long-wavelength limit, the RPA basically succeeds in explaining the dis­
persion of the energy of the collective excitations, and in combining the ideas of 
screening, collective excitations and single-particle excitations. However the RPA 
is less satisfactory whenever short-range correlations are important. This failure of 
the RPA in the short-range description of the electron-electron interactions is also 
reflected in the fact that the pair correlation function g(r), as obtained from the 
RPA dielectric function, becomes negative near the origin for metallic densities [see 
Glick and Ferrell (I960)]. There are some other examples of failure, see Miliotis 
(1971), Platzman and Eisenberger (1974), Batson et al (1976), Gibbons et al (1976) 
and Schnatterly (1979). A large variety of approximations has been proposed to 
improve upon the RPA. In these approximations an electronic local-field correction 
G(q,u>) is introduced. This is determined from many-body theory and is intended 
to describe the exchange and correlation potential on each electron, due to the 




The Lindhard function y0(q, u) and the RPA dielectric function (with no local field 
correction) are related via:
£r p a (q,w) = 1 -  V(q)*0(q,w), (1.3)
where the V(q) is a bare Coulomb potential. There has not been much work done to 
include the frequency dependence in G(q, co). The interest in the explicit frequency 
dependence of G(q,u;) was rather exceptional [see Dekeyser (1968)], and restricted 
to some limiting cases. However the dynamics of the exchange and correlation 
hole became an important topic, in view of the more accurate measurements of 
the dynamical structure factor at large wave vector, and because sum rules and
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causality arguments revealed that a static treatment of G(q, u>) necessarily leads 
to theoretical inconsistencies; for details see Kimball (1976), Niklasson (1974) and 
Kugler (1975). A variety of different approaches has been used to derive expressions 
for G(q, uj). But not many explicit calculations of the full frequency and wave vector 
dependence have been performed. Brosens et al (1976) had been involved in one of 
the calculations of the explicitly frequency dependent G(q, u>) which was based on 
the equation of motion for the Wigner distribution function.
Most studies concentrated on the static form G(q) of G(q, u;) which has often 
been used for the dynamic dielectric function. Notable in this field are the contri­
butions of Hubbard (1957,1958), Geldart and Vosko (1966), etc. and most recently 
Gorobchenko et al. (1989) and Sjölander (1992) have also made some contribution. 
These results are used in this thesis, and the total dielectric function is evaluated 
from first principles using some of the above results for the electron gas. The calcu­
lation of the total dielectric function is highly dependent on the choice of the form 
of the electron local-field correction and the selection of a pseudopotential between 
the electrons and ions, which will be discussed later.
1.2.3 Basic assum ptions of pseudopotential
Not only in solid state physics, but also in the physics of atoms and molecules, it 
is well known that the chemical bond between atoms is essentially determined by the 
valence electrons of the atoms, i.e. the electrons in the outer shells. The electrons 
in the fully occupied shells, i.e. the core electrons, essentially do not contribute 
to the chemical bond. The periodicity in the table of the chemical elements is 
based on the fact that the core electrons are (to a first approximation) chemically 
inactive. This does not mean that the core electrons are unimportant in atomic, 
molecular and condensed matter physics. They determine the actual states and 
energies of the valence electrons. Therefore, in a quantum mechanical description 
of the electronic structure of atoms, molecules or solids, these core electrons have 
to be included in the Hamiltonian especially for large atoms. For example, an atom 
with nuclear charge Zae and N  electrons has the Hamiltonian (neglecting external 
fields, spin-orbit and other corrections)
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(1.4)
As is well known, the Schrödinger equation with only one electron in the
Coulomb field of a nucleus can be solved. For He, with two electrons, the ground 
state energy can be calculated variationally with reasonable accuracy by relatively 
simple analytical techniques. For Li, with 3 electrons, a variational treatment with 
analytical methods becomes already quite complicated. For atoms with many elec­
trons (say 11 or more), one has to rely on numerical techniques. However if one 
realizes that core electrons are essentially inactive, and remain intimately bound 
to their nucleus, for example in NaCl one has to deal with 28 electrons and only 8 
out of them determine the chemical bond, one can try to avoid the calculation of 
the core states over and over again, especially in calculations for complex molecules 
and alloys. One of the important techniques to take advantage of this core stability 
is the pseudopotential method. It has been applied to many problems in condensed 
matter physics and chemistry e.g. the study of the electronic structure of atoms 
[see Animalu and Heine (1965)], molecules [see Ho et al (1977)] and solids [see Har­
rison (1966) and Heine et al (1970)], the chemical bond at a surface [see Schlüter 
et al (1975)], structure and phase-transitions [see Harrison (1966) and Stroud and 
Ashcroft (1971)], and electron coupling in superconductivity [see Allen and Cohen 
(1969)].
The pseudopotential concept along with its applications has been an extremely 
active area [see Harrison (1966), Harrison (1980) and Heine (1970) and Cohen et 
al (1970)]. It is not easy to recover the basic ideas and assumptions behind many 
models which have been developed, and we shall not attempt that in this thesis.
1.3 The response of a system
The response functions, which describe the response of the system to various ex­
ternal influences (electromagnetic, mechanical, thermal, etc.) and can be described 
in words as
Response of medium = (Response function) x (Influence).
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In this thesis I shall be concerned with the electromagnetic response function, 
which serves as a concentrated source of information on the results of the action on 
the medium of external charges and currents. Over more than one hundred years 
the investigation of electromagnetic response has been and remains to be the main 
source of information on the microscopic nature of matter in the condensed state 
at the microscopic level.
1.4 The structure of a system
We start this section with a discussion of the properties of metals and alloys. 
Metals are monatomic and are different from alloys which have more than one 
species of atoms. Both of them contain electrons which are in some sense free to 
move. Both of them contain many common characters. For simplicity, metals are 
discussed hereafter, and then the difference between them and alloys are specified. 
The term ‘crystalline’ mentioned early refers to a substance which has regular 
molecular/atomic arrays which are bonded to each other by cohesive forces.
Metals occur in both crystalline and noncrystalline forms. The picture of a 
metallic crystal is that there are localised ions on lattice sites, with nearly free 
electrons filling rest of the space. By ion we mean a nucleus plus the closed-shell 
electrons, that is, those electrons which are essentially unchanged when the atoms 
are brought together to form a solid. The nearly free electrons are the valence 
electrons which are outside the last closed shell of each ion.
Generally speaking, a crystal is spatially inhomogeneous at a microscopic level. 
Their spatially ordered structure generates a specific microstructure of the average 
field E and gives rise to a difference between the local fields and their value averaged 
over the unit cell. However, the response function will be very complicated and 
almost hopeless to evaluate under such a circumstance. In the work through the 
thesis, spatial homogeneity is assumed. In this case, the response function depends 
only on the difference between the space and the time arguments (r' — r, t' — t).
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1.5 Basic Hamiltonian
The basic Hamiltonian which describes our model of the solid with an external 
test charge is of the form
H = Hion T Hei + Hion- ei + Hext, (1.5)
where
^  = e 5  + ^ v ( r ' - r ’>’ (l6)
i  ____  p 2
H“ = E^- + öE]--i.i 2m 2 |rf -  r,|
H io n -e l =  £  V(rj -  Rj). (1.8)
i / ton describes a collection of ions which interact through a pair potential K(R,— 
Rj) which depends only on the distance between the ions. Hei describes the valence 
(free) electrons (the electrons outside the last closed shell), which are assumed to 
interact via Coulomb interaction. Hei-ion describes the interaction between the 
electrons and ions, which is assumed to be represented by a suitably chosen potential 
which will be discussed in chapter 4. Hext is the interaction between external charge 
and ions and electrons. The form of it will be presented in the next chapter.
Here a number of approximations have been made in the treatment of the solid. 
We assume that the interaction between ions depends on the distance between 
the ions only; but it is not correct when the coupling between the closed-shell 
electrons on different ions begins to play an important role. We will neglect the 
fact where the Pauli principle plays an important role in the interaction between 
the valence electrons and core electrons, and that the interaction may no longer be 
represented by a simple local potential. It is desirable to consider the validity of 
these approximations in detail, but a detailed study of these approximations lies 
beyond the scope of this thesis.
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1.6 Scope of the thesis
As is clear from the title, we shall focus our attention on the dielectric function 
of metals and alloys in crystalline form. Although some of the treatments presented 
in the thesis will be comparatively general, for the most part the specific applica­
tions which are developed in the course of the thesis have to do with “simple” 
crystal structure and models such as the essentially free-electron-like behaviour of 
conduction electrons in “simple” metals. It has to be emphasized that it is not 
possible to obtain exact solutions. There are simply too many variables and too 
many approximations that one is forced to make along the way.
The method of evaluating the dielectric function of a metal is based on imposing 
the external field due to a test charge, and evaluating the induced polarisation and 
the resulting induced field due to the response of the electrons and ions. This 
approach with variations has been followed for a long time. Chapter 2 is started 
by introducing two test point charges in a system. In free space, the two point 
charges interact through the Coulomb potential. When free space is replaced by 
a medium, their interaction is screened. The screening property of the medium is 
an important subject in condensed matter physics. The dielectric function can be 
calculated by various methods: for example, by calculating directly the correlator 
< 6pin(x),6pin(x') >, or by writing the equations of motion for electrons and ions, 
or by the method of the self-consistent description of an inhomogeneous electron-ion 
system. Such calculations have been performed in a large number of works [see, for 
example, the reviews by Hedin and Lundqvist (1969), Pick (1970), Maksimov and 
Khomskii (1982), Dolgov and Maksimov (1989)]. I am following a simple model 
which gives the dielectric function directly from the equations of motion of the 
electrons and ions, and also it enables us to relate the result to a multicomponent 
plasma model of the metal. In a later chapter, the concept of local-field correction 
G(k,u;) is introduced into the calculation of electronic dielectric function. The 
results are shown in figures in which can be seen that the local-field correction 
plays a crucial role in the work. The correction from the van der Waals interaction 
between the ions are evaluated.
In Chapter 3, following the approach in the proceeding chapter, an alloy is
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explored from a somewhat more general point of view.
Pseudopotential is introduced in Chapter 4. The fundamental theory of pseu­
dopotential will not be discussed in this chapter but the comparison will be made 
of the results of dielectric function based on earlier work on the pseudopotential. 
As mentioned, in using approximate methods for calculating dielectric function, it 
will be seen tha t the accuracy of the results will depend upon the particular choice 
of pseudopotential. As an application of the dielectric function evaluated in this 
thesis, the superconducting energy gap is evaluated in a few cases. It is not possible 
to achieve realistic value for the energy gap relative to its predicted value of BCS 
theory by the method followed in this thesis. This is because of the fact tha t I have 
not found the suitable values of the param eters (mainly in the electronic dielectric 
function and in the pseudopotential) that enter this theory. However, inclusion of 
van der Waals interaction improve the energy gap in the right direction by about 
6.8% from the calculated value for aluminium and 4.9% for the binary alloy NbTa.
CHAPTER 2
Dielectric Function of Metals
The total dielectric response of a solid has contributions from the polarisability 
of the electrons, and that associated with ionic displacements. In this chapter, a 
method for evaluating the dielectric response of simple metals is developed. Using 
the dielectric function of the electron gas in which a local-field is considered and 
the equation of motion of ions, the explicit form of the total dielectric function is 
obtained. Features and applications of this method are discussed taking the exam­
ple of aluminium. In the example, the corrections from van der Waals interaction 
are evaluated and shown in the figures.
2.1 The equation of motion of charge fluctuations
This model starts by considering simple metals which are assumed to have the 
simplest crystal structure, with similar ions and equal spacing. One of the first 
things to consider is a time-dependent response of the electron-ion system to a 
weak external test charge density which varies in space and time. In such a simple 
metal, represented by a monatomic lattice with N  sites, it can be assumed that the 
equilibrium position of ions are at the lattice points {Rt0}, and the free electrons 
have the equilibrium density n0. The corresponding quantities for the perturbed 
system are Rt = R t0 + u, and ne(r, t) = n0 -f  n(r,t). Here R, is the instantaneous 
position of the 2th ion, u, is the displacement from Rto, n(r, t) is the induced 
electron density and ne(r, t) is the total electron density. The interaction between 
every pair of ions is specified by V(R, — Rj) and the interaction between the test 
charge and the ions is taken as Coulombic. The Hamiltonian for the ionic system
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in the presence of an external test charge density pext(r,£) is then given by
H = E S r , + \  E ^ ( R . -  R i) - E L n«(r > <)V'(r - R ,)d3r. 2M 2 . . .* = 1 t=i
+ Z e T (  /‘>“ ‘(r ’Jn |Rt -  r|
( 2 . 1)
where P; is the momentum of the ith ion with mass M, and (Ze ) is its charge. N  
is the total number of ions in the system of volume Q. V‘e(r —Rt) is the interaction 
potential between an ion at position R, and a conduct electron at r. The form of 
V,e(r — Rt) including pseudopotential will be discussed later.
Assume ut is small so that one can expand any quantity involving R, as a 
Taylor series in u,. Thus one expands V(Rt — Rj) about the equilibrium separation 
Rto — Rj0, retaining up to the quadratic terms in u,, giving
J X R i - R ; )  =  £ { l/(R ,„  -  Rio) + [(u,-V,)(u, ■ V,-)
+ (u,-Vt)(uj • Vj)] V"(Rto — Rjo}. (2.2)
The terms linear in u, do not contribute because of the equilibrium condition 
E jW (R t- — Rj) = 0 (the force on any atom vanishes in equilibrium). The first 
term in the right-hand side is a constant and may be neglected. Equation (2.2) is 
therefore simply
Y .  V"(Rt — Rj) = constant + Y  u, AtjUj. (2.3)
It will be useful to obtain an explicit expression for A ij- Supposing the potential 
energy term is well behaved, it may be expanded in a Fourier series,
K(R, -  Rj) = 1 E V'ke'k'(R,~IH  (2.4)U k
Noting that the summation here is over all values of k, one can then show that 
the dyadic is given by
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A.j = j- £  kkVke*k'<R'»-R>°> i ± j, 
k




where + VjJ10. is the Coulomb part of the interaction given by 47re2/A:2,
V^c is the non-Coulomb part and Vk is the Fourier transform of V(r). Thus the 
equation of motion for the zth ion will be
dPi
dt
= - V .t f  = M d2ut 
dt2 ‘ (2.7)
where M is the ionic mass, or





y i  A ijU j, 
j
Ze2Vt £  \  ne{r,t)Vie( r - R j ) d 3r, 
j jQ
- Z e V . T  f  T ^ ^ d 3r .
r - R ,j  I J
2.2 The response function Xe(k, u )
The induced charge density due to a small displacement of the ions, treating 
the ions as point charges, is
Pi on( r , t )  = Z e £ [5 (r -  R10 -  u.) -  <5(r- R,„)]. (2.9)
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Since the external test charge density pext(r,t) is assumed to be small, a re­
sponse function Xe(r, of the electron system to an external charge and ion
displacement is introduced. As mentioned in the first chapter, a crystal is spatially 
inhomogeneous at a microscopic level. But then the response function will be very 
complicated and it would be difficult to evaluate anything under such a circum­
stance. In this case, a spatial homogeneity is assumed. Therefore the response 
function xe(r, r', t, t') depends only on the difference in both space and time which 
can be written as Xe(r — r', t — t1) and may be described in the form,
- e n ( r , < ) =  /  Xe(r -  r', t -  t')[pext(r', t') + pion{r', t')]d3r'dt'. (2.10)
Jn
In reciprocal space, it has the form





This follows from the procedure of Gorobchenko et al (1989). Here £e(k,u;) is the 
electronic dielectric function. The process to get the particular relation between 
Xe(k,u>) and £e(k,cj) is shown in Appendix B. The electronic dielectric function 
used here does not take into account interband electronic transition and hence it is 
basically that of a one-band model.
2.3 Total dielectric function of the electron-ion system
Using the Fourier relations between u and q (refer to Appendix A), the left 
hand side of equation (2.8) becomes
M —— -  —  Yqke,kR' (2.13)
and the first term on the right hand side of equation (2.8) with the expansion (2.5) 
and (2.6) becomes
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[1] =  — 7 :E k k V k e 'k(R ,“Rj)uJ +  ^ E kkV'ke'k<R' “R,)u,. (2.14)
u  u  . i  J  L ij,k j,k
where k runs over all possible values. Since the two sums cancel when i = j,  the 
restriction i /  j  has been removed. Equation (2.14) may therefore be written as,
-E Ä ^ =  - ^ v  E kkV'ke-klR ' - RJ)qk,e-k' R)
j V j,k,k'€K
+  7TX7 E kkVkeik <R' - R^ q k.e‘k' R'
j,k,k'eK
= ~ E  E Kk' + K-)(k' + - KmKmVKje'k'R'qk.,
11 ™ k'eK
(2.15)
where the summation over j  has been carried out, and the sum over k has been 
reduced to a sum over m using equation ( A.9) in Appendix A.
Considering now the second term  on the right hand side of equation (2.8), the 
electron density may be expanded as
ne(r, t) = n0 +  n(r,t)
= n0 - ~  f  Xe(r -  r ' , t -  t')[pext{ r \  t') +  pion{ r', t')]<Pr'dt' 
e Jn
= n 0 -  Z  Xe(r -  r', t -  t') ^ [6 (r '  -  R t) -  6(r -  R t0)\d3r'dt'
- -  f  Xe(r ~  r \ t  -  t')pext(r ',t)d3r'dt' 
e Jn
=  - Z E X e ( r  -  R  ,t)- (2. 16)
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Therefore the second term is




Xe(r -  r', t -  t')pext(r', t)d3r'dt']Vte(r R  j)d3r
= [2.a] + [2.b], (2.17)
where
[2.a] = - Z V V . i ;  Jn X ^ - ^ , t ) V ic(r
l i
As shown in Appendices A and B
!2 a] = - S V’T /  £ x 4 M ) e ' k(r- R‘>Vi;fe'k'<r- R^ 3r
l j  J Q k, k'
= - ^ f v .  E E  f  X,(k,0^e-k(R- R')ZSi l j k J oo
y 2  „2
= — 5ö"W  E  X«(k, ()VSfe-k <R^ - R-»'[l + (ik • Uj -  tk • u,)
0,k
- ( k  • Uj)(k • Uj) + (k • Uj)(k • u/)].
retaining up to quadratic terms in u,. The first term is constant and may be 
neglected. The second term, linear in u,, will bring no contribution, as can be 
easily shown using the symmetry of the system. So it can be written as,
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7 2  2
[2.a] =  — j j -  £  X.(k, • u, + kk  • u,]
/,k
=  - S E  X.(k, < ) ^ e - k 'R"’- R"’> ^  [ - k k  • q k>e'k R ' +  kk  ■ q k.e'k' R'].
" /,k k'eK
Here is the normal coordinate. Summing over /,
Z  2e2
[2-a] = — = - £  E [-
u  m  k'eK
+  (k ' +  K m)(k ' +  K m)x e(k ' +  K m, « )^?+KJ  • qk>e‘*c''Ri. (2.18)
Referring to Appendix B the term  [2.b] is





£  r  X«(k,w)Pex«(k,w)kV'1i'e ,k'R"ei“ ' ^  (2.19)
i J  —oo2 7 t Q  ^    
The approximation is taken by truncating the series after the first order term  in 
e*k R*. The last term  of equation (2.8) is given by





£ p « * i(k  , ( ) ^ e ,kR \  
k K
( 2.20)
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The external test charge is assumed to have the following form in space and 
time,
pext(r,t) =  ^Pext( k 0,uj0)etkoT- tUot. (2.21)
In reciprocal space, referring to Appendix B, equation (2.8) can be written in the 
form (with all the notations explained above),






+ V£ + (-77^— 7 -  1)V  ^ee(k,u;0)
2 i x (Ze)2N  
W/ "  M V  
q k ee E u ; e - ‘kR- .
If considering the contribution to the induced charge only from the induced 
polarisation associated with ionic displacements from their equilibrium positions, 
the total induced charge density p,n(r, t) will be
/M r , t) = -en ( r, t) + pion( r, t). (2.23)
Its form in reciprocal space is
/Mk,c*0 = - c n (k ,w )  + pion{ k,w). (2.24)
Using equation (2.11), (2.9) and (2.21) in (2.24), a brief calculation leads to
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Ptn(k0, ^o)  — (
1
£e(k0, U^0) 1) Pext ( k0 ^ UJo )
i Z e k •
£e(k0,
(2.25)
By solving the equation (2.22), we get
1 Pext ( k, UJ0 ) ^ kkp t? 1 
Zeee(k,üü0)k'2
•k
where $  is the dynamic matrix and has the form
(2.26)
i(k,u»0) = £ ( k  + K-K k + K» ) ^ K .  -  K mK mWKm -  u l l \ .  (2.27)





1 )Pext (k0, L00 ) Pext (k0, Ld0 ) k0 • $  ■ kc (2.28)ee(k0,u;0) /rexcv 07 el(k0,u;0) kj
The definition of the inverse of the total longitudinal dielectric function £*(k,u;)
_L__
£t(k,w) =  1 +
/pjn(k,a;)
Pext (k, tc^ )
(2.29)
Thus we finally get the explicit form for the inverse of the total dielectric function 
as the following,
1 _  1__________ 1 k0 • i " 1 • k0
£t(k0,o;0) £e(k0,u;0) e2e(k0,u;0) k20
If uj0 is equal to zero in formula (2.30), then it has the same form as the formula 
given by Dolgov and Maksimov [see Dolgov and Maksimov (1989)] for the static 
dielectric function.
As an example of the use of the above formula (2.30), we will discuss the dis­
persion relation for longitudinal charge oscillation modes in a metal at long wave 
lengths. The electronic dielectric function at long wave lengths can be obtained
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from the hydrodynamic model of the electron gas [see Mahanty and Das (1989)] 
(and also from RPA),
1
£e(k,u;)
=  1 -
+  ß l k 2 — to 2 ’
(2.31)
where ßl is proportional to the square of the Fermi velocity [see Mahanty and Das 
(1989)], and hence ßl > 0.
In the small k region,
i (k ,« )« -h [A k k v y k _ w*i]i
UJ i  1V1
thus
4 - - 1
k • $ •k =
kßuj]
jjW^k2 —  uj1 '
Assuming that the ion plasma frequency (in absence of interaction with electrons) 
has the form
when
2 ; 2u>/(k) — iOj + ßjk (2.32)
N
— Wy^k2 = 2 ;„2
£e(k,u;) + ßjk
(2.33)
we get the following expression for total dielectric function
£t{k,uj) =  1 - (2.34)
Equations (2.33) and (2.34) are equivalent to the assumption [see Montgomery 
(1971)] that the plasma frequency of the ions in the absence of any response of the 
electrons is u>J(k) = uj] + ßjk2, and that of the electrons with non-responsive ions 
is u>l(k) = + ßjk2. The dispersion parameter ß] of the ion plasma branch is
governed by the Coulombic and non-Coulombic interaction between ions, and will 
be discussed in detail later.
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If we set e(k,u;) = 0, the dispersion relations for small wave vector k [see 
Mahanty and Das (1989)] are:
+ 0 2ek2 + u,2 + ß]k2 + y j w  + J - J > -  +
~ u 2p +iüj  + >4% + <4ß1 , 2 (2.35)
WA -  + ß]k2 + ^ / + ßjk2 -  yj(u2v + ß2k2 - u j -  ß]k2)2 + 4u}u2]
vlßl + Jjßl 
<*} +  u]
The longitudinal dispersion relations can be found directly from equation (2.22). 
The way to achieve this is simply to find the roots of the equation. For long wave 
lengths, it has the form
<jk +  qk =  0. (2.37)
We can then get the longitudinal dispersion relations through the equation of 
motion of k • q^,
k ■ qk + ^ t ^ k - q i ,  = 0 (2.38)
Assuming the time dependence of k • qk oc etult, we get
-ÜJ2 + ^ jWkP  = 0.
Again, taking
(2.39)
T i w ^  =  - r c H  +M  £e(k,u;)
(2.40)
as before, and using (2.31), the solutions of (2.39) are obtained in the form,
~  ^[u2p + ß 2ek2 + to2 + ß]k2 + + ß2k2 - lo} -  ß}k2)2 + 4u2u%]





Thus we get the same results as (2.35) and (2.36).
2.4 The contribution from van der Waals interaction
We can take equation (2.34) as a simple example, to explore how and where
the total static dielectric function to be negative for small k is if ß] is negative. In 
fact, ß] is already known to be negative in a Coulomb lattice [see Pines (1963)]. The 
non-Coulomb interaction between ions can accentuate this effect. The dominant 
non-Coulomb interaction is the attractive van der Waals interaction, the strength 
of which is determined by the polarisability of the ions [see Maggs and Ashcroft 
(1987), Mahanty and Taylor (1978) and Rehr at al (1975)].
We take a model which consists of point ions located on a lattice, which is 
embedded in a uniform non-responsive background of electrons. The equation of 
motion of the j th ion has the form
M ü, = - V , £  VC(R, -  Rj) -  V, £  V nc(K, -  Rj), i f j .  (2.43)
V nc is van der Waals interaction and has the form: [see Mahanty and Taylor (1978)]
£<(k,0) can be negative. In this model since ß\  is positive, the only possibility for
(2.44)
where ctj(cj) is the polarisability at the frequency to of the j  th ion. It can be assumed
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to have the form [see Mahanty and Taylor (1978)], <*j(u;) = e2n j /m e(uj2 — u>2) where 
ujj is the principal electronic absorption frequency. Equation (2.43) becomes
$(k,w) « = < ,)
%,)
=  0 , (2.45)
where $  is the dynamic matrix in the uniform background model. It has the form
i(k,W ) = A I t 7 + K „)(k  + K m)Vic+Km -  KmK mVkm -  a,2!]. (2.46)
^  I m
The elements of <£ are evaluated following the procedure of Clark, [see Clark 
(1958)] and have the following form for a face-centred-cubic lattice of aluminium.
$ 1 1  =  -A 2 + Su  + £ '{ [F (K m + k)](tfml + kx)2 -  F (K m)K2mt}
771
+ ^ ; Y ,{Gi(~jF ~ 2) + + ~Y)ll ~
x [1 — cos(7rkxlx) cos^irkyly) cos(7rkzlz)]
— A {1152 [2 — cos(7tA:x) (cos(7r&y) + cos(7rfc2))]
—384 (1 — cos(7vky) cos(irkz))
+84 (1 — cos(27rfcx)) — 12 (2 — cos(27rky) — cos(27tä:2))} , (2.47a)
$ 1 2  = Sn  + £ '[ F ( K m + k)](^mx + + ky)
m
'kk + h,(-
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G, = [ 1 - 0 ( 1  Jjal)] / l3
G(x) = ( 2 / v / tt)  J  exp(—z2)dz
Hi = (2ciy/rj/y/w) exp( —^ r/a2 / 2) / / 2
4 _  H uai ~  3fafr)ofi/(0)
64e27ra5
The dimensionless ‘frequency’ A used here is related to the actual circular fre­
quency uj by A2 = ui2/ lu2. The last term in the right-hand side of (2.47a) and 
(2.47b) arise from the van der Waals interaction. Here the prime denotes the omis­
sion of m = 0 . a is a lattice constant, and 77 is an arbitrary parameter, the value 
of which is fixed to achieve rapid convergence of the series in the matrix elements 
in equation (2.47a) and (2.47b). The subscript / stands for the triad of integers 
/x , / y , / 2 which are either all even or one even and two odd, and (hx,hy,hz) are in­
tegers which are either all odd or all even. The values of ujai and 0 ^/(0 ) are taken 
from Fraga et al (1971).
2.5 Local field correction G(k)
In the static situation uj0 = 0, the dielectric function, from equation (2.30), is
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1____ 1 1 kQ <E • k0
£t(k0) £e(k0) S2e(k0) k2
When k is not small, the RPA is a poor approximation and the electronic 
dielectric function does not have the form 2.31 as indicated in the previous section, 
A local-field correction was introduced in many approximations which improves 
electronic dielectric function upon RPA. By considering the local-field correction 
of the electron system, the electronic dielectric function has a form
^(q)xo(q^)
1 + ^(q)Xo(q,w)G(q,a;)'
The static electronic dielectric function, which is used in all calculations in the 
thesis, should then be written as
V'Wx.W
l + V(k)xo(k)G(ky  
where Xo(k) is Lindhard’s formula given by:
where kp is the Fermi wave vector and x = k/2kp.  In the following numerical 
calculation, G(k) is playing a crucial role. Figure 2.1 is a list of results from some 
of the different theories for the static local-field correction G(k).
In figure 2.1, the dashed line represents Utsumi-Ichimaru theory of static local- 
field correction. The curve shows that it is slightly greater than 1.0 when q/kp is 
near 2.0 [see Gorobchenko et al (1989), Utsumi and Ichimaru (1980a,b and 1981a,b) 
and Iyetoni at al (1981)]. The solid line represents Vashishta-Singwi theory of static 
local-field correction. The curve is going to 0.91 when q/kp is going to infinity [see 
Vashishta and Singwi (1972) and Gorobchenko et al (1989)]. The long dashed 
line represents Hubbard-Geldart-Vosko theory of static local-field correction. The
Xo(k) =
mkp  
7r 2 h 2
1 1 — x2 .1 + x
2  +  - ^ - l n l  —
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curve is going to 1.0 when q/kp is going to infinite [see Hubbard (1957), Geldart 
and Vosko (1966), Pines and Nozieres (1966) and Brovman and Kagan (1974)]
From equation (2.51) and using G(q) from various theories as in figure 2.1, 
the electronic dielectric function is shown in figure 2.2. Their differences appear 
between 0.0 - 2.5 of q/kp.
By substituting the electronic dielectric function from equation (2.51) into equa­
tion (2.49), various inverse total dielectric functions are shown in figure 2.3.
The insert shows the variation in the inverse total dielectric function which
is clearly negative for most of the region. The results show that the local-field
correction G(q) plays a crucial role in determining the value of £*(q). It is expected
that a different choice of local field correction may give rise to a different value for
is
the energy gap when £<(qj used in the BCS gap equation, which will be discussed
A
in Chapter 4. From figure 2.3, all the total dielectric functions have a singularity 
when qa/27t goes to 2.0 along (1,0,0) direction. This can be understood by studying 
longitudinal phonon dispersion of aluminium which starts to increase from 0.0 when 
qa/2n starts from 0.0 along (1,0,0) and after a period of 2.0 along( 1,0,0) back to 
0.0. The 0.0 point at q/k0 = 2.0 along (1,0,0) brings in the singularity (see the 
figure 2.4). The pseudopotential in electron-ion interaction has been considered in 
figure 2.4, which is similar to the calculations obtained by Brovman and Kagan 
(1974), this will be discussed in Chapter 4.
It is seen that Hubbard-Geldart-Vosko theory of local-field correction makes the 
total dielectric function more rapidly negative along (1,0,0), relative to the other 
local field correction mentioned above.
If the van der Waals correction is added to the inter-ionic potential, it is found 
to provide some contribution to the negative dielectric function, shown in figure 
2.5; this will also be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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- -  HGV
q/kp
Figure 2.1: Static local-field correction G(k) for different theories:
UI -  Utsumi-Ichimaru [Gorobchenko (1989)], VS -  Vashishta-Singwi 
[Gorobchenko (1989)] and HGV -  Hubbard-Geldart-Vosko [Geldart (1966), 
Hubbard (1958) and Brovman and Kagan (1974)]
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HGV
Figure 2.2: Static electronic dielectric function l /£ e(q) calculated by using 
varying local field corrections UI, VS and HGV




Figure 2.3: £ = ^ /a . The static total dielectric function l/£*(q) along (1,0,0)





- — transverse mode 









Figure 2.4: k0 = The longitudinal phonon dispersion frequency of alu­
minium is along (1,0,0). The pseudopotential in electron-ion interaction has 
been taken into account here; this will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.5: h = qa/2ir is along (1,0,0). £(q) = l/£ j(q) -  l /£ t(q). ej(q) 
is a total dielectric function including van der Waals interaction, considered 
along (1,0,0)
CHAPTER 3
Dielectric Function of Alloys
A total dielectric function of alloy is discussed which has contributions from 
the polarisability of the electrons, and tha t associated with ionic displacements 
generally. A binary alloy NbTa is studied as an example which includes the local 
field correction to the electronic dielectric function. Results are shown in figure.
3.1 The equation of motion of charge fluctuations in alloys
The method followed in this section is more or less similar to tha t in Chapter 2. 
In an alloy represented by a multi-atomic lattice, the Hamiltonian for the ionic 
system in the presence of an external test charge density pex<(r, t) is given by
N a p 2  i  N a i  N a ,Nß
H = EEwfr+ E
a i= l  Z i K / a  Z « ifr Z ij
a *
" eE E  / Zaene(r, t)V' '(r - R a,)d3r /
/v  /v  • ' O IR™ -  rl
d3r. (3.1)
The symbols here are same as those in Chapter 2 except the a , ß , ..., which refer to 
the species of ions, and (Zae) is the charge of ion species a. Na is the total number 
of ions of a  species in the system of total volume 0 . Obviously Ari is the
total number of ions in the system. The direct interaction between the ions has 
two parts, one is the Coulomb potential and the other is the van der Waals inter­
action (which has perhaps been studied less throughly in earlier work on dielectric 
function). Zae2V te(r — Rat) is the interaction potential between the ith ion of a
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species at the position Ra, and the valence electrons. Strong oscillations of the wave 
function of the electron within the limits of the ion core lead to a sharp decrease 
of the effective electron-ion interaction at short distances, and consequently also 
of the amplitude for the scattering of the electron by the ion at large momentum 
transfers, especially for the transition metals. The singularities of the wave function 
of the conduction electrons (valence electrons) within the limits of the ionic core 
do not play a fundamental role in the analysis of the properties of a metal. This 
suggests the natural idea of replacing the true interaction of an outer electron with 
a multi-electron ion by an effective single-particle potential which is non-local, in 
general [see Ziman (1965)]. The resultant pseudopotential or model potential is 
usually determined from first principles or by using experimental information [see 
Harrison (1966), Heine and Weaire (1970)]. In Chapter 2, I did not consider the 
pseudopotential. The reason is that the contribution of the pseudopotential would 
almost certainly be less than the error inherent in the theory there. I leave the 
discussion about it and analysis to the next chapter.
The following work is based on a simplified crystal structure, but it does not lose 
too much in generality. Assume that uat is small, so that one can expand V(Rai — 
R Qj )  in a Taylor series about the equilibrium separation Rai0 — Raj0. Retaining up 
to quadratic terms in ua, and introducing the symbol R ^  = Ra, — R/jj, we may
write
E ^ (RL) = E ^ (Rl(»)) + E u o iA o r io jU a j . (3.2)
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E  W * )  = E ^ R . « . ) )  + $(u~  -  u « )A ^ (u „ -  -  u«)]. (3.4)
i , j  ' , j
l a i ß j  = - ^ E k k V k“'3e'kR"««) a  ? ß .  (3.5)
Here Vga is the Fourier transform of V (Raa) and is the Fourier transform of 
V (R ^). We assume that the potential energy term among the ions is well behaved 
so that the Fourier transforms exist. The summation here is over all possible values 
of k.









Na ^ Nß ^
^   ^ A a i a j U a j  ^   ^ A a t / 3 j  ( n a j  ^ /3 t )
3 ß ,3
(3.6)
+  Voi£ V * £  Jo nc( r , t ) V y r - R ßj) ^ r - V ai^ Z ße i (3.7)
3.2 X e ( k )  in the electron-ion system
The induced charge density from the small displacement of the ions, treating 
them as point charges, is
Na
pion(r,t) = 52 ZaeJ2[S(r -  Rat(o) -  uai) -  S(r -  Rat(o))]. (3.8)
a i
Let the external test charge density /9ex*(r, t) be small. Then Xe(r — r'), a 
density-density response function giving the induced electron density due to an 
external charge density from the small displacement of the ions, may be defined 
through the equations (as in §2.2),
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-  en(r , t) = f Xe(r -  r\ t  -  t')[pext(r , *) + ^„„(r ',t)\d3r'dt'. (3.9)
Substitution of equation (3.8) into (3.9) gives
en(r,t) = { I q Xe r^ ~ r>lt ~ t)d3r'dt'
+ Y, Zae[ / Xe(r -  Rai) -  /  Xe(r -  Rato)]^' > (3.10)
In reciprocal space, equation (3.9) would have the form
(3.11)
This follows from the procedure of Gorobchenko et al (1989). Here £e(k,u;) is the 
electronic dielectric function. Some calculation leads to (see Appendix B)
3.3 Dielectric function of the electron-ion system
Let us discuss the equation of motion of charge fluctuations due to ionic dis­
placements.
The left side of equation (3.7) has the following form in Fourier space: (see 
Appendix A)
the interaction of the ions including the van der Waals potential. Using equations 
(3.3a) and (3.3b) the first term of the right hand side of the equation has the form
(3.12)
(3.13)
The first and second terms in the right hand side of equation (3.7) are from
Q
~  Y  A a i a j U a j  =  — — k k V j ota ik -R ’da u ai. ( 3. 14)
j j, k
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k runs over all possible values. Since the two sums are cancelled when i = j,  
the restriction i ^  j  has been removed. Substituting uaj for qak, equation (3.14) 
becomes
^  ^ A a i a j U a r j
1
m
E  kkVk'"e‘kR““qok.elk R 'J
j.k .k 'eK
1
f ivn E  kkVk““e,kR^ q :,k.e'k' R- .  j.k .k 'eK
(3.15)
Summing over all integers j ,  and using (A.9), we get
-  E  Ä a i a j U a j  = - ^  E  l(k + K-»)(k + K»)*5Sk,. -  ]eik R“>qQk.
j 11 m,keK
(3.16)
Here q a k is a normal coordinate. The second term of the right hand side of equa­
tion (3.7) is
E a „ « ( u® - uJ  =  J  E  (k + Km)(k + Km)V^Kme,k'R- q akeiK"'R“'’
ß j  u  m ,keK
Nß
Nan
S T  \ / aP ,'k J la , »Km R Q/32 ^  JvmK m l/Kme q ake
m,k€K
(3.17)
Here the R a  ^ is the smallest distance vector between a  ion and ß ion.
Before going on to the third term of equation (3.7), the electron density rce(r, t) 
must be considered. That may be written as,
rce(r, t) = n0 + n(r,t)
= n0 -  -  [  f  Xe(r -  r ' , t -  t')[pext(r', t') + pion(r', t')\d3r'dt' 
e Jn J —oo
= n0 -  [  f  Xe(r -  r ' , t -  t') ^  Za[6(r' -  R at) -  6(r' -  R aio)]d3r'dt'JQ J—oo ai
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f  f  Xe(r -  r',t -  t')pext(r',t')d3r'dt' 
e J q J —oo
Xe(r -  Ran t ~ t')dt' -  -  f  f  Xe(r -  r', t -  t')pext(r', t')d3r'dt'.
C J Q J — oo
(3.18)
Substituting this into the third term of equation (3.7) gives,
np r




r ooZ z0 E  / Wk + K .,« K .(k  + KJ(k + K.).<i,kM
0 m,keKJ_co
■")Wc.KmK, Clak(u;)]e*Km Ra^e’k RQ‘e
i^xeZ,
-  E  n  r  Xe(k, uj)pel((k,u))e‘*t'R"'e_’“<<iw. (3.19)
1 ft «/ —oo
For details of the above calculation, see Appendix C. The last term of equation (3.7) 
is easily handled, and is given by
P e x t i ^ t  t )  j 3  :---- —— -a r
lr — ®-rj I
Pext(k, t) ik.r -<k.(r-R,i) j3r
k'2
i4rZ°e Z £ p ' * ' (  k ,t)e ’kR ~.Q ^  k2‘
(3.20)
Substituting the above into equation (3.7) becomes
Ma
Na Y  eik-RQ, _keK
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— 4  Z  l ( k  +  K J ( k  +  K m ) V k° ° K m - K m K m V r j e ’k R ° l q a k .
U  m , k€K









E z ß  £  /  [x.(k + Km,W)V5j;Km(k + Km)(k + Km) .q /9kH
ß  m.keK 00
- ^ x . ( K m,u,)»fc'mK mK m • qak(w)e'Rm‘Ra'*e'k'R“’e- 'u't<lu>
i i i r e Z a  ^  k  f ° °
2ttD Z  p  J  Xe(k,w)/>eI,(k,u>)e'k'R°'e ,wtd u
i i % ^ Z  H ^ « ( k , t ) e - k 'R - .n Y k 2' (3.21)
Taking a solution of the form
qak(t) OC etut




equation (3.21) can be simplified to the form
- ^ V q atM  = “  Z  [(k +  K m)(k +  K m) • k +  K m)
a ß m
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~ K mK m • q akW al3( K m)




Here pure Couloum b in teraction is taken between electrons and ions. Later, the 
pseudopotential will be brought into the equation. The W a0{k) is defined as,
w ° 0( k) =  V”'(k )  +  ( — 4—  -  1) VfZaZee* .  (3.24)
£e(k,u;)
Again we consider the contribution to the  induced charge only from the induced 
polarisation associated w ith ionic displacem ents from equilibrium  positions. The 
to ta l induced charge density p,n(r, t) should be
Pin(r, t) =  —en (r , t) + r , <). (3.25)
Its form in reciprocal space is
pin( k ,u )  = —en(k , w) +  />ion(k ,u;). (3.26)
The ex ternal test charge is assum ed to have the  form in space and tim e,
Pext(r,t) = ^pex<(k0,u;0)e‘ko'r-,WoL (3.27)
From equations (3.8), (3.11), (3.26) and (3.27), a brief calculation leads to
/^in(^Oi^o) — (
1
1 ^Pext  ( k 0 , U)0 )  'y ] 
a
iZ ae k 0 • cJq,^
^ ■ e ( ^ 0 5  ^o)
(3.28)
3.4 Dielectric function in multi-component plasma system
In the  long w avelength lim it the system  of free electrons and ions can be regarded 
as a m ulti-com ponent plasm a. For getting  a dielectric function for m ulti-plasm a 
system , equation (3.23) m ust be solved to  determ ine the  to ta l dielectric function
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in the general case. In the long wavelength limit, in other words for k — > 0, the 
equation (3.23) has a form:
Ma 1




For small k , the longitudinal ion plasma frequency for each ion species a (ignor­
ing the interaction with electrons) is assumed of the form w^aj(k) = ^/(a) + ß2(a)k2, 







if a = ß 
otherwise
(3.30)
. v u r r r  , .2 _  4n(Za e)2Na where •
In the small k region, by solving the equation (3.29) (for details of algebraic 
work, see Appendix D), we can get,
Zaek • i p  ext  ( k 0 , L00 )
^a(l  + Etf fTj)
(3.31)
Here Qa = 0«k*2 £e(k,u).
The definition of the inverse of the total longitudinal dielectric function et(k,u>) 
is
1 = x Pin(Ku)
£t(k,cj) pext(k,u;)'
(3.32)
The form of the electronic dielectric function at long wavelengths is,
=  1 -
£e(k,u>) ~ u* + ß 2k2 - u 2'
We finally get the total dielectric function through equation (3.28),
(3.33)
£<(k,u;) = 1 - - Eu 2 - ß 2k2 V
(3.34)
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We take equation (3.34) as a simple example to discuss briefly how and where 
£*(k, 0) can be negative. Since ß l is positive, the only possibility for the total static 
dielectric function to be negative for small k is that at least some of the ß \  are 
negative. The comments given in the beginning of §2.4 are applicable in this case 
also. In the next section, a more general total dielectric function of a binary alloy 
is evaluated.
3.5 Dielectric function of a binary alloy
Here a transition-m etal binary alloy such as NbTa is considered -  they are 
isoelectronic ions. Each cell contains one ion of each type with alternate positions 
corresponding to body-centre-cubic structure. That means N a = Np and Z a = Np 
in 3.1. The equation of motion of each normal coordinate, using equation (3.23), 
are respectively,
= - ö f e  E  { [(k + K ~)(k + Km)W&K„ -  KmK mw z]  Cfc*a'c* J£iKlau;a m




- n  N *
{IMßUtß
E { [ ( k  +  K m)(k +  K m) W ^ Km K mK  mW,ßß Ct3k




Adding (3.35a) and (3.35b), gives,




£ { [ ( k  +  K m)(k +  K ra) ^ K„ K mK mW£°
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+ (k + K m)(k + K m)W ^ Km -  K mK mW ^ | e'K- 'R<">} (q.* + q,*)
2 z k p ex t (k ,
Zaek2ee(k,uj)
where the approximation is made that W£Q = W ^ .  The reason to obtain sum of 
(3.35a) and (3.35b) is due to mathematical cause (see equation (3.12)). Considering 
(3.24), this is a reasonable approximation since the difference between them is about 
the difference of their pseudopotential and van der Waals interaction. At the static 
limit, io = 0, the equation (3.36) has a simple form,
(3.36)
q ak + qßk = (k)
2zk
Zaek2e{ k) Pext (k) (3.37)
with
*(k) = 771 T~äE { [(k + K m)(k + Km)lVj£Km -  K mKDMauja m
+ (k + K m)(k + K . ) < k .  -  KmK m^ J  eiK~' R»*} . (3.38)
This is the dynamic vibration matrix of the binary alloy. The total induced charge 
density, then, is
2k *0  ^ • k
ft»(k) =  (7(kj “  1)fe,(k) ~  t»e; (k) ^ t(k)- (3'39)
which leads the solution of the total static dielectric function in the binary system,
1 _  1 2k • 4>_1 • k
J ^ k ) ~ 7 ^ k ) ~  k2e2e(k) ’ ( • }
This is the total dielectric function sought. Theoretical discussion of total di­
electric function for a binary alloy with an ideal structure is analytically completed 
at this stage. There is a technical difficulty for further discussion numerically along
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with the formula (3.38). Therefore I attempt in the following to develop formula 
for matrix 4>(k) along lines similar to what I have done in Chapter 2. With the 
formula (3.38), there is the same difficulty that occurred as in Chapter 2 in the 
numerical calculation for the summation in the dynamic vibration matrix 4>(k), 
caused by the Coulomb potential between ions, because of the slow convergence of 
the sums. From the idea of Ewald’s sums, the dynamic vibration matrix $(k) can 
be written as follow. The details of the process can be obtained from Appendix E.
*(k) = O k + K ™)(k + Km)Fc(k + K m) - K mK mFc(Km)](l + e,K" 'R“'’)
AirNa E [T »J° + T °/? .
W ^7 c £Iy-* + y-«







-  l)V olVa,V;,(R^), (3.43)
v  ( \ -  3ft f°° d£ ■ £4aQ(i£)ap(iZ)
Vvd[r) -  
r^ u 7r
/
(«2 + e y
“ <(*£) =
e2n;
m(“ .2 +  £2) ’
(3.44)
(3.45)
T ’ß = (e’kR<>“ — 1)
2 (R'LY
+ - 1
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h e(k)
i ) y e(k).
(3.46)
(3.47)
oiß(i() is electric dipole polarisability of the ion species ß.
For equations (3.44) which is van der Waals interaction, and (3.45) which gives 
a formula for the electric dipole polarisability of ion species /3, see Mahanty and 
Taylor (1978).
The coefficient of the (1 / r 6) term in (3.44) is
Taß
3h r°° d£ • Z4a a(i£)aß(iZ)
7r  Jo ( u ; 2 +  £ 2 ) 2
3 ^ a ct(0 )a jg(0)[2q;au;j9 -  3top{uja +  up)\
2(wa + top) (3.48)
The excitation energy in formula (3.44) has the form:
UJt =
e2n, e2 / aQn t
\  ma,(0) h y a,(0)
(3.49)
Here is a list of relevant data for Ta and Nb calculated through (3.45), which will 
be used in later numerical work:
riTa = 68
Ta+5 : < a Ta(0) = 0.45(A3)
u T‘ =  T ]/ ^  =  19.57 x lO 'V *
npib =  36
N b+* :  ^ a/vk(0) = 0.35(A3)
. ^  = f \ / ! S  =  16-2 4 x l0 l6 s ' 1
Equation (3.41), when van der Waals interaction in included, can be written as
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$ ,t(h) =  Stt +  ^ [ F ( h  +  m )(hx -f mx)(hx +  m,) -  F (m )m tm t] ( l  +  cos(m7r))
+(c/' -  1) Gi'i —■ ^ ;r~ —  1) +  ^ ' [ 2( ^ 2  +  a2]l){h  +  ö )2 ~  1]
u L  y  >
+ 4 * (Z ae)*Na y
( i u ~ 6 I 48/? \T«« , r n e -6  I 48(/* + I ) \ t ^(c' -  i) (—  + -n r )—  + <c'' -  JK-p- + — p r — )—/* l ' a8
(3.50a)
$ tj(h )  =  5tj  +  ^ [ F ( h  +  m )(h i +  -f m j) -  F (m )m tm j]( l +  cos(m7r))
47riV,- S { ( ci -  ! )a i t
G , ^  +  2 / / , ( | j  +  A M




48 l i l jTaa 48(/t- +  £)(/,• +  | ) Nr aß
(C' -  +  (c" -  ! ) ---------- p ----------^
h =  ^ k ,
a
(3.50b)
f — \A l + 2^ + 3^,
l' = j (h + \ ) 2 +  ( l 2 +  \ ) 2 +  (l3 +  \ ) \
ci — cos(27r(/ii/i +  /i2^ 2 4“ ^3^3))
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c// — cos[2ir(hi(li -f —) + 2^( 2^ + + 3^( 3^ + ^ ))]»
5,j = 2 F(h)hthj,
F(x) = exp(—Tr2 x2 / (a2 t])) /  x2 -f ( 1
£e(Ä)
l ) ^ e(Ä),




^ g exp(-7/a2/2) 
7T a 2 / 2
3.6 Calculation of the dielectric function and results
In this section, some calculation of the dielectric function will be carried out. 
From the equation (3.40), the dielectric function can be written as the following by 
using the assumptions in the last section,
1 _  1 2 h - $ ~ 1( h) - h
M h ) £e(h ) N 2
where the usual expression for the electronic dielectric function is used with the 
static local-field correction G(k),
£e(k) = 1 - v'Wx.W
1 + V(k)Xe(k)G(k)
(3.53)
Xo(k) is given by Lindhard’s formula,




1 -  x2 1 + x--------ln I-------
4x 1 — x (3.54)
where kp is Fermi wave vector and x = k/2kp.
In the following numerical calculation, G(k) the local field correction, is taken 
from the data of Utsumi-Ichimaru approximation [see Dolgov and Maksimov (1989)].
Figure 3.1 is the static electronic dielectric function which is obtained by slightly 
changing the dielectric function based on Utsumi-Ichimaru local-field correction, 
this change being necessary to ensure physical stability of the system. The change 
is done by adding a small number to the term (1 -f U(q)xo(Q)C(q)) in the denom- 
inater in the expression for £e(q)- This approach became necessary because with 
the available data that I have used, the alloy NbTa developed structural instability 
(i.e., the longitudinal dispersion curve became negative at some values of q).
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q
Figure 3.1: This is a static electronic dielectric function l / s e(q) for
NbTa which is modified by slightly changing the expression based on Ut- 
sumi-Ichimaru local-field correction, as explained in p.55.
CHAPTER 4
The Effect of Pseudopotentials on the 
Dielectric Function
The concept of a pseudopotential was first introduced by Phillips and Kleinman 
(see Phillips (1959) and Phillips and Kleinman (1959), Harrison (1966) and Yastre- 
bov and Katsnelson (1987)) while developing simplified techniques for computing 
the energy bands in semiconductors. The inner core electrons in atoms have very 
little role in the solid state properties, therefore it is useful to replace the true 
potential by the pseudopotential. The literature on the pseudopotentials is very 
vast and unfortunately there is no unique way to construct a pseudopotential. The 
general philosophy has been to replace a strong real potential by a weak model 
pseudopotential so that perturbative calculations can be effectively implemented.
In this chapter simple model pseudopotentials have been used in constructing 
the total dielectric function and the results are compared with those obtained from 
the bare Coulomb potential.
4.1 Models of pseudopotentials
The Hamiltonian for the electrons which are interacting with each other and 
with ions is written in the second quantised form,
k 2m
q  2 a k -q a k'+qa k,a k +  ^k,k+qa k a k+q5 
k,k',q UCl kq
(4.1)
where the interaction of the electron with the ion system is
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t W q  =  V*(k, k +  q ) l  £  exp(zq ■ Rm). (4.2)
^ ' m
N is the total number of ions. A plane wave representation for the electrons is used 
here. V,e(k ,k  +  q) is electron-ion interaction.
In terms of U the general form of the ground-state energy of the electron system 
can be expressed in a series as
E' =  £<°> + £<*> + £ (2) + £ (3) + ..., (4.3)
where
£ (n) =  n £  r'">(q1...qn)t/q i...t/qnA(qi + ... + qn). (4.4)
Ql qn
The quantity is a many-pole function [see Brovman and Kagan 1974 for details]. 
It depends only on the electron-electron interaction and does not depend on the 
position of the ions or on the properties of the particular ion. A (q) takes care of 
the m om entum  conservation law corresponding to homogeneity of space.
In the general case, VjJ*k+q is non-local. When it is reduced to a local form, the 
m atrix element depends only on the momentum difference q,
VkW, — vq*.
W ith all these, the electronic contribution to the dynamical m atrix [see Brovman 
and Kagan 1974] for an elemental m etal is
* (n) =  £  [(q  + KOfq + Kj)
K j.-.K n
xr<">(q + K i, - q  -  K2,K 3, ...,K n)V&K l» ^ _ K jl # #...V8?n 
xA (K i - K 2 + K3 + ... + Kn). (4.5)
In the second order approximation (n =  2), has the form (see Brovman and 
Kagan 1974)
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where
r (2)( q , - q ) 1 g ( q )
2 £e(q) ’
(4.6)




Q0 is the volume per ion and £e(q) is the static dielectric function of the homoge­
neous electron gas. In accordance with equation (4.5) the second order of dynamical 
matrix of an elemental metal takes the form
$ (2)(q) =  - £
(q + K m)(q + K m) 
|q + K m|2
>5(q + K m)
K mK,
t ( K „ ) (4.8)





]/*e(q) = I/qe. The function 'Jj(q) includes information about both the pseudopo­
tential and the electron dielectric function £e(q). Here the data for \P(q) used in 
numerical calculations is taken from Animalu’s paper (1966) for aluminium.
The longitudinal phonon dispersion of metals can be easily worked out as
«2(q) =




(q • (q + Km))2 (1 _  ^ (q + Km)) _  !SL2£s 1!(i -  $r(Km))
?2|q + K, ?2|K,
(4.10)
where = 4'KZ2e2N /M , the ion plasma frequency.
Within this theory, the total dielectric function can be obtained [see Dolgov and 
Maksimov (1978) and Dolgov et al (1981)] as





1 - <4* (vteM\
ee(q,0)wi(q) \  K(q) /
21
(4.11)
where K(q) represents the pure Coulombic potential between electrons and ions.
In figure 4.1, the inverse of the total dielectric function for aluminium has been 
shown as a function of q. When the pseudopotential is included, the dielectric 
function becomes more negative in most regions of q space. Solid line represents 
the total dielectric function by taking pseudopotential into consideration. Dashed 
line represents the total dielectric function with pure Coulomb potential.
Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of the total dielectric function £f(k) under three 
different choices of local-field correction by including the same pseudopotential as 
in figure 4.1. These choices are due to UI, VS and HGV, discussed earlier in §2.5
These results will be used in the calculation of the BCS gap equation in the 
next section.
In the next example the correction to the dielectric function of the binary alloy 
NbTa due to inclusion of pseudopotentials discussed. The pseudopotential descrip­
tions for simple metals is quite satisfactory generally. However, the situation for 
the transition metals is not so favourable. Here a simple form of a model pseu­
dopotential of a bare ion [see Heine (1970)] is used,
V ie(r)
— Ze2lr  if 
A otherwise
(4.12)
In reciprocal space, this has the form (Yastrebov et al (1987))
V"(q)
47T q(Ze2 — A R ) cos(qR) + A sin(qR) 
D0 q3
(4.13)
where the value of A is taken as either 0 or — Ze2/ R. It has been suggested [see 
Heine (1970)] that R > i?c, the atomic radius. In several calculation, R is chosen 
to be equal to Rc. If A = 0 (Ashcroft model)
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Wief , _  4tt Ze2 cos(qRc)
(q)  ? 2
Figure 4.3 shows the effect of the pseudopotential on the total dielectric function 
for the binary alloy NbTa when the structure of an atom is considered through 
introducing the pseudopotential,
Figure 4.4 shows the difference between the total dielectric function with van 
der Waals and without van der Waals interaction. The calculation is based on 
equation (3.52) and includes the pseudopotential presented in equation (4.14) and 
the electronic dielectric function shown in figure (3.1).
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Pseudopotential 
Coulomb potential
Figure 4.1: ^o= ^Va • q is along (1,0,0). The figure shows the effect of 
pseudopotential on the total dielectric function for aluminium
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Figure 4.2: h = q^  is along (1,0,0). Three curves represent three different 
case of local field correction, UI, VS and HGV.
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Figure 4.3: k= .^/a is along (1,0,0). The figure shows the effect of pseudopo­
tential on the total dielectric function for binary alloy NbTa comparison
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S  - 0.05
q^ 0
Figure 4.4: ^0=2Va:. q is along (1,0,0). <$(q) = l/£*(q) -  l/ej(c|). £}(q) is 
the total dielectric function with van der Waals interaction considered. <$(q) 
is the difference between the inverse total dielectric function without van der 
Waals interaction and with van der Waals interaction. Both of them include 
the pseudopotential.
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4.2 Superconducting energy gap
It is widely believed that the net attraction leading to electron pair formation 
in a superconductor arises from screening due to the dielectric function at zero 
frequency, £*(k,0). The screened interaction potential is used in the calculation of 
the energy gap in the BCS theory of superconductivity. It has been shown [see 
Dolgov et al (1981), Dolgov and Maksimov (1982), Kirzhnits (1976) and Kirzhnits 
(1989)] that in the static limit, l/£*(k,0) < 1. This condition is consistent with 
et(k, 0) being negative for some finite values of k. At small wave vectors, however, 
there are some arguments about the restriction on the sign of the total dielectric 
function. Pines and Nozieres (1966) [see also Cohen and Anderson (1972) and 
Martin (1967)] have stated that stability requires £*(k,0) > 0. But from more 
detailed analysis, it has been shown that the negative dielectric function satisfies 
the stability criterion [see Allen et al (1988) and Dolgov and Maksimov (1989)].
In the BCS theory of superconductivity, it has been shown that the electron- 
phonon interaction can lead to an instability to a normal metallic state. Due to 
an attractive interaction mediated by phonons, electrons on the Fermi surface can 
pair up [see Schrieffer (1964), de Gennes (1966), Mersevey and Schwartz (1969) 
and Tinkham (1975)]. An energy gap developed which is given by the following 
equation [see Schrieffer (1964)],
1 ^  VWA(k')
2 *  /E ^ k ')  + A2(k')
where E(k) = Ti2(k2 — kp)/2m  is the energy required to create a quasi-particle of 
momentum k in the superconducting state. In the BCS theory [see Bardeen et al 
(1957)], the effective interaction term Vkk' is assumed to be a negative constant on 
a shell on the Fermi surface. It is in fact given by [see Allen et al (1988)]
Vkk' = -“7~t + V'(q). (4-16)e«(q)
where
q = k' -  k,
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V(q) = 47re2/(Plq2) is the bare Coulomb interaction in q - space, and V(q) is vertex 
correction and nonlinear correction etc. [see Allen et al (1988)]. In this thesis, V(q) 
is dropped considering it as a small contribution.
The relationships between the various quantities in equation (4.15) are shown 
in figure 4.5.
Fermi sphere
Figure 4.5: k is fixed and k' varies in the Fermi sphere, q = k' — k
Near zero temperature, |k| % |k'| «  kp, therefore




By assuming the energy gap to be isotropic and independent of k, Ak = A, and 
by substituting equation (4.16) into equation (4.15), we obtain,
1 =  -
n
2(2tt)3/ V(q)« « ( q j ^ t k )  + a 2d3 k. (4.18)
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Using the relations dE = (h2/m)kdk  and cPk = k2dk sin OdOdip the above inte­
gral can be expressed as an integral over energy and angles. There is a limit for 
the integral which can be understood as per the following arguments, by taking 
the form of equation (2.49) as an example. The frequency of longitudinal acoustic 
phonons basically satisfies the inequality
w 2 ( q ) < ^ ,  (4.19)
where u?d is Debye frequency. Therefore in equation (2.49), a part of the second 
term on the right satisfies the inequality,
q - ^ ~ 1( q ) - q  > ^
ql u,£(q) -
where u>pi is the ion plasma frequency. Thus
1 _  _1______ 1 q - f r - ^ q j - q  < _1_______uij,
£<(q) e«(q) £e(q) <2 _  e«(q) ^ ( q V o ’
The interaction between a pair of electrons in superconductivity is screened by a 
total dielectric function which is not the static one of equation (4.21). It has a form 
that takes into account of processes such as scattering of the pair with momenta 
(k, — k) to momenta (k', — k') with exchange of a phonon with wave number q = 
k' — k. A simple way of approximately taking this into consideration is to replace 
in equation (4.21) the term by fclH q where co = e/h , e is the change
of energy of the pair in the scattering process. An estimate of the last expression 
is
q * '(q>w) q
“>E(q) -  (e/ fi) lü2d ( e / n y
(4.22)
This was arrived at by considering the dynamics at zero frequency, and then esti­
mating the second order correction due to finite u j . Note the similarity between this
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equation and th a t calculated by Cohen and Anderson (1972) using the  Bardeen- 
Pines phonon-induced in teraction [Cohen and Anderson (1972)]. From equation 
(4.22) and (4.21) it is seen th a t a ttrac tiv e  in teraction between an electron pair is 
possible only if uj <  u>d - This implies th a t the  lim its of the energy integration in 
(4.18) are from —Hlüd to  hup.
Now, following the procedure sta ted  after (4.18) and w ith the above argum ents 
for the lim its of the integral equation, (4.18) becomes
flkpru rhujD dE r V (  q)
2(2jtf h 2 J-hwD V E 2 + A 2 J  £i(q) sin 6ddd<p. (4.23)
By solving equation (4.23), The energy gap then  is given by
where
A = hu>D
sinh( 1 /2^r) I ’
(4.24)
2  =
Dk^rn r V (q) . 
2(27t)3^2 J £ t ( q) sin ddOdip. (4.25)
the quantities kp, Ferm i wave vector, n, electron density and the inter-electronic 
separation, rs are related  through the  following equation,
kF = (37r2n)3 =  ( - ^ )3  / r 3a0 (4.26)
4.3 Results and discussion
The results for the  energy gap of alum inium  and the  b inary  alloy N bTa are 
presented in this section. In the BCS theory, the m agnitude of the  energy gap 
A (0) (at absolute zero tem pera tu re) depends on the streng th  of the  electron-phonon 
coupling A. This dependence has the  following form:
A(0) =  2 f t0 e - 1/A (4.27)
where 0  ~  O p, th e  Debye frequency [see A shcroft and M erm in (1976) and Kresin
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and Wolf (1990)]
The energy gap A(T) decreases with increasing temperature. At the critical 
temperature the energy gap vanishes and the material becomes normal. The critical 
temperature is described by the following fundamental expression,
kBTc = \.UhQe~l/x (4.28)
where 0  ~  0/>
Therefor the ratio of (4.27) and (4.28) gives a formula independent of the phe­
nomenological parameter A:
5 5 ; = “  ('-291
4.3.1 Results for aluminium
Energy gaps are calculated in this section by two different methods. One is 
from the prediction of the BCS theory which is shown in equation (4.29), and other 
is based on equation (4.24) considering all the physical factors in the calculation of 
the energy gap such as the local-field correction, the total dielectric function and 
the ion-electron pseudopotentials.
For aluminium, r3 = 2.07. Through the equation (4.26), kp is obtained as 
kp = 1.75(Ä ). The lattice constant of aluminium is a — 4.05(A). Substituting
the total dielectric function for aluminium which is shown in figure 4.1 into (4.24) 
and taking the HGV local field correction into consideration, the energy gap can 
be calculated and shown
A%HGV) = 0.949 x 10- 3hujD, (4.30)
where the subscript c denotes the energy gap which is calculated by the formula 
developed in this thesis.
When the VS local field correction function is taken the result is much less than 
the real value (see below). With UI local field correction function, the energy gap
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is around 4.25 x 1 0 ~ 5 Hu j d  which is far too small.
If the van der Waals interaction between ions is considered, the energy gap 
which took the HGV local-field correction into consideration becomes,
^ c v ( H G V )  = 1-04:1 X 10 3huJD, (4-31)
where v represents the value calculated due to the van der Waals interaction.
There is a difference between the results produced by the calculation above and 
the predicted results of BCS theory. The difference is mainly due to the electronic 
dielectric function the form of which is not known exactly. This can be seen in the 
insert in figure 4.6, where differences in local field corrections lead to different form 
for l /e e(q). The gap depends rather sensitively on the chosen form of ee(q). In 
figure 4.6 the dot-dashed line is the electronic dielectric function with HGV local 
field correction, and the value of the corresponding gap is in equation (4.31). The 
solid line is a slight adjustment in the value of the electronic dielectric function, 
and even this slight adjustment gives a much improved value of the gap, bringing 
it closer to the BCS prediction. The adjustment was done empirically, with many 
trials with assumed numerical forms for 1 /ee(q).
The superconducting energy gaps with and without van der Waals interaction 
calculated with this adjusted electronic dielectric function which gives,
A ?  = 4.52 x 10~3huD (4.32a)
A £  = 4.83 x 10 '3ftu)D. (4.32b)
It is thus seen that inclusion of the van der Waals interaction increases the calcu­
lated energy gap by about a 6.8% over the value in (4.32a).
In the prediction of the BCS theory, the superconducting energy gap is calcu­
lated by the formula [see Ashcroft and Mermin (1976) and Gupta (1991)]
A ai (4.33)
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where Tc is transition temperature and kß is Boltzman’s constant. For aluminium 
the transition temperature and Debye temperature are [see McMillan (1968) and 
Kittel (1976)],
Tc = 1.140K 
e D = 428K.
Therefore the energy gap of aluminium through formula (4.33) is
A m = 4.65 x (4.34)
For convenience of discussion later, the data of energy gap (in units of hcoo) 
for aluminium calculated by various local field functions are listed in the following 
table. Ac and Acv have been calculated using the adjusted form of l / ee(q) which 
is shown in figure 4.6.
^ c ( H G V ) 0.95 x 10~3
A C(VS) 0
Ac(t//) 4.25 x 10“5
A cv( H G V ) 1.04 x 10-3
Ac 4.52 x 10-3
A CV 4.83 x IO’ 3
^BCS(predicted) 4.65 x 10~3
4.3.2 Results for the binary alloy NbTa
Here the binary alloy of NbTa with equal concentration of Nb and Ta is consid­
ered. The energy gaps of binary alloy NbTa are calculated by two different methods
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as in §4.3.1 The r3 value for this alloy is 1.796 which gives kp = 2.02(Ä *). The 
lattice constant for NbTa is taken as a = 3.3(A). Including the local field correction 
and the pseudopotential in the total dielectric function which is calculated in the 
thesis and shown in figure 4.3, the energy gap is obtained as
Ac = 0.m 0hujD. (4.35)
When the van der Waals interaction between ions is included the energy gap of 
NbTa is
Acu = 0.0982^u;£). (4.36)
It is seen that the value of energy gap A of the alloy NbTa is decreased by 5% 
when van der Waals interaction is included. The calculated value is twice as large 
as the BCS predicted value which is obtained as follows.
For a binary alloy, a formula to calculate the ratio Tc/Qd i s  given by
- 1  f
r  Tc 1
C m
h £ > ]
+  C b  
a [ ' " W l
(4.37)
where A, B  refer to the atomic species in the alloy, and Ca and Cb are their 
concentrations which are taken 50% each in this thesis (see Vonsovsky et al 1977). 
This formula is used for the NbTa alloy to calculate the ratio Tc/Qd and hence 
energy gap A. This value of A is compared with the results calculated from the 
total dielectric function.






0 D = 275K,
Tc = 4.483K
0 D = 240K.
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Substituting the above value of the Tc/Qd in the expression for the BCS gap 
function, gives
3 5  t
A = = 0 .0454^d . (4.39)
2 0D





The difference between the calculated and predicted results will be discussed in 
the next section.
4.3.3 Discussions
The results in the previous subsections show that there are substantial differ­
ences between theoretical results and the predicted results from the BCS theory on 
the basis of equation (4.33).
The reasons for the discrepancies include:
1. Local-field function
The total dielectric function of the electron gas is a very sensitive function to 
the local field correction. This point can be seen from the figure 4.2. So far there 
is no agreed form of the electronic local-field function. Many approximations have 
been made for the local field correction to achieve good agreement with different
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physical quantities [see Gorobchenko et al (1989), Brovman and Kagan (1974) and 
Allen et al (1988)], but no such attempt has been made to give a good value of the 
total dielectric function.
2. Pseudopotential
The effect of the chosen form of the pseudopotential on the total dielectric func­
tion is as sensitive as the chosen form of the local field correction. The forms used 
in the thesis for the calculation are not necessarily the best choice. There are many 
approximations in the form of the pseudopotentials in metals, [see Harrison (1966), 
Heine (1970), Cohen and Heine (1970) and Yastrebov and Katsnelson (1987)], and 
it is possible that a properly chosen form would provide better agreement for A 
than what I have used.
In the calculation of the binary alloy NbTa, the simplest form of pseudopo­
tential is used. Within this pseudopotential form, an atomic radius Rc is used as 
an approximation which is taken from Handbook of Atomic Data [see Fraga et al 
(1976)]. There would be some difference if a proper radius R used.
3. Anharmonicity
The harmonic approximation for the dynamic matrix is used in the discussion 
of aluminium in §4.1. Brovman and Kagan (1974) has shown that if the third 
order anhomonicity is taken into consideration, the phonon dispersion curves in 
aluminium becomes much closer to the experimental results. This implies that 
consideration of anharmonicity may improve the total dielectric function and the
energy gap.






Figure 4.6: The dot-dashed line represents the curve of electronic dielectric 
function by considering the HGV local field correction. The solid line rep­
resents the chosen form of the electronic dielectric function, that gives the 
energy gap in equation (4.32). The insert gives the form of l /£ e(<?) with 
different local field corrections, and shows the chosen form of l / e e(q) for the 




The main purpose of this thesis is to develop a general theory of total dielectric 
function of a metallic solid from first principles, taking into account van der Waals 
interaction between ions, in addition to electron-ion interactions. As an applica­
tion of this total dielectric function, superconducting energy gaps are calculated in 
he B
simple metal, aluminium,and the binary alloy, NbTa.
The basic idea of electronic dielectric and total dielectric function developed
was presented in chapter 1, emphasising its physical origin. The total dielectric
function for a simple metal was studied in Chapter 2. When considering the total
dielectric function in the general case, in the medium range of values of the wave
number k, a concept of local-field correction in the electronic system is brought
for the
to the discussion. With these, a formula total dielectric function of metal is
A
obtained quite satisfactorily.
In Chapter 3, the total dielectric function of an alloy is discussed. The total 
dielectric function for multi component plasma is developed from first principles. 
In the medium range of values of k, the total dielectric function of a binary alloy 
system is obtained. With this total dielectric function, the binary alloy NbTa is 
discussed. Since Nb and Ta are transition metals, the interaction between electrons 
and ions involves pseudopotentials.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, there are different statements concerning the sign 
of total dielectric function near the origin in reciprocal space. Allen et al (1988) 
claimed that the £t(k,0) can be negative because the creation of a spontaneous
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charge fluctuation should include not only the Coulomb energy but quantum- 
mechanical effects such as the change in kinetic energy as well [see Allen et al 
(1988)]. Dolgov and Maksimov (1989) claimed that for metals the total dielec­
tric function may remain negative at as small values of q as desired except at the 
isolated point q = 0 where £*(0,0) > 1. This negative value is caused due to the 
local-field correction. The total dielectric functions which are obtained in this thesis 
confirm the statement of Dolgov and Maksimov (1989).
In Chapter 4, the superconducting energy gaps are evaluated by using the total 
dielectric function developed in Chapter 2 and 3. And the total dielectric functions 
are calculated again taking pseudopotentials into account. The results are rea­
sonably good and van der Waals interaction brings noticeable improvements. The 
differences between the results predicted from BCS theory and that evaluated by 
considering the total dielectric functions from Chapter 2 and 3 can be understood 
by considering all the approximations. It has been tested that if some parameters 
for electronic dielectric function are changed slightly, the results can be changed 
dramatically. It does not mean that the electronic dielectric function involved is 
arbitrary, but an electronic dielectric function with a proper local-field corrections 
needs to be carefully developed. Another point which should be brought to at­
tention is the form of the pseudopotential, when discussing transition metals in 
particular. The structure of the atom of a transition metal can not be simply ig­
nored when considering the interaction between electrons and ions. The form of the 
pseudopotential plays very important role in the calculated value of the total di­
electric function, as can be seen in figure 4.3. The pseudopotential used to calculate 
the total dielectric function for the binary alloy NbTa in the thesis is the simplest 
model potential [see Heine (1970)]. This model does not take into account the de­
tails of the structure of atoms for transition metals. Pseudopotentials for transition 
metals have not been well developed. The reason is the theory of pseudopotential 
for transition and rare-earth metals is rather complicated where relatively tightly 
bound d and/or f electrons play important roles.
The other important factor to improve the results is the consideration of the 
third order anharmonic corrections to dynamical matrix. Brovman and Kagan
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(1974) have discussed this effect in their study of phonon dispersion.
5.2 Future directions
to
There are many applications of the total dielectric function. I have confined an
A
application to the theory of superconductivity, which has remained a highly active 
subject.
The theory of superconductivity requires a net attractive interaction between 
electrons near Fermi surface. In BCS theory, in a low Tc superconductor, it is be­
lieved that the electrons near Fermi surface effectively attract each other to form 
bound pair, and their binding energy gives the energy gap. Though the direct 
electrostatic interaction between a pair of electrons is repulsive, it has been shown, 
by experimental and theoretical analysis that the ionic motion can overscreen the 
Coulomb interaction, leading to a net attraction. The cause of the attraction thus 
the screening, and this can be calculated through the total dielectric function which 
is evaluated in the Chapters 2 and 3. The experimental fact of the isotope effect is 
direct evidence that the ionic motion plays a role in establishing superconductivity. 
The fact that there is any dependence of Tc on the ionic mass demonstrates that 
the ions cannot play a merely static role in the transition, but must be dynamically 
involved. The theoretical possibility has been shown by many people [see for ex­
ample Crisan (1989)]. In Chapter 2 and 4, a simplified model has been used, that 
allows the ions to move in response to the motions of the electrons, and that leads 
to a net interaction between a pair of electrons with wave vectors k and k', of the 
form
^ e f f M  =
47re2
q2£t{ q ) ’
(5.1)
where q = k' — k.
Therefore overscreening by the ionic motion can yield a net attractive inter­
action between electrons with energies sufficiently close together. This attraction 
underlies the theory of superconductivity. Theoretically, any other mechanism lead­
ing to a net attractive interaction between electrons near Fermi surface would also
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lead to a superconducting state at low enough temperature. However, no case of 
superconductivity due to other mechanism have been convincingly established in 
metals [see page 740, Ashcroft and Mermin (1976)]. The situation is much more 
complicated now with the advent of high Tc superconductivity.
We need to understand better (i) the dielectric response of the conduction elec­
trons in the system including local field corrections, and (ii) the nature of the 
electron-ion interaction, to improve upon the treatment I have followed in this 
thesis.
APPENDIX A
Fourier relations of some physical 
quantities in lattices
The Fourier expansion of a function of r with lattice periodicity (i.e.) /(r+ R /) = 
/( r ) ,  where R / is a lattice vector has been discussed in detail in many standard 
texts [see for instance Ziman (1965)]. Here the main points are summarised. The 
Fourier expansion of such a function / ( r) is
/ ( r ) = £ s ( k ) e ’r'k. (A.l)
k
When looking at the space dependence of the displacements in the normal 
modes,
qk = 5^u /exp(-zk  • R/), (A.2)
i
it can be seen immediately that not all k vectors are independent; in fact k is com­
pletely equivalent to all other vectors formed by adding a vector of the “reciprocal 
lattice” K n; thus
k <— ► k + K n. (A.3)
where
K n • R / = 2irp. (A.4)
p is an integer. All the 1 and K n vectors can be expressed as a linear combination 
of the three basic lattice vectors in real space and reciprocal space aa and 
<7 E {1,2,3}, respectively,
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R/ — li&i +  / 2a 2 +  h&3
and
Kn — nit>! 4- r i2h2  +  ^ 3 ^ 3
/ i , / 2, /3 integers.




bl = 32X33 „ b2 =  2* a? X ai - and b3 =  2k - a‘ X 32
a x • (a2 x a3) ai • (a2 x a3) a x • (a2 x a3)
(A.7)
which we can write more compactly as
bA • a<7 =  27t<$a<7 A, g £ {1,2,3}. (A.8)
If the number of atoms N in a system with volume 12 is very large, the following 
orthogonality relation holds:
E e'(k_k',R " =  Ar<5k.k'+K„- (A.9)
n
For a normal mode qk, the relation between displacements u, from equilibrium 
in real space must be of the form
Ui+i =  e‘k a u t, (A .10)
where the lattice points are separated by the elementary lattice vector a. Then at 
each lattice point,
u t qke
tk R, (A. 11)
where R t is the vector of the zth lattice point.




I  E  q*eik R-
1 k(=K,
1 V '  «  *k  R ,
n  E1 IteK,
(A .12)
(A. 13)
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The k is restricted in K i because of the periodicity in the ionic system. A list 
of formulae which are used in thesis are given below,
1
R, — r
47r e tk’(R ‘ r)
IT y  & (A.14)
4tt „  e'k <R'- r>
= 7F ^ ' k 1? (A.15)
6{r -  Ri) =  ^  £  eik'(R'" r). (A .16)
il k
V<5(r -  R.) =  ^  £  ik e ,k (R- - r>. (A.17)
it k
n (r ’ 0  =  ^  n (k ’ 0 e‘k r - (A-18)
k
n (k ,t)  =  f  n(r, t)e~lk'Td3r. (A .19)
Jn
/<-)"■ | A - 2 0 )
APPENDIX B
The Response Function x e ( * , v )
This appendix is to show what should be the form of Xe(r — r',£) in reciprocal 
space. For simplicity, taking p ext( k , L j )  =  0 (since this will not affect the general 
results) equation (2.11) becomes
-  en(k,u>) =  (— }_ -T -  l)/>(k,u>), (B.l)
and in a homogeneous medium,
— en(r, t) =  j  Xe(r — P, t —  t')p(r', t^cPr’dt'. (B.2)
The Fourier series of n(r) and pton(r) are respectively,
»(r) =  £  £ » ( k ) e 'kr (B.3)
and
/>(r) = h £  />(k)eikr. (B.4)
Suppose Xe(r — r') is well behaved so that it may be expanded it in a Fourier 
series,
Xe(r-r') = ^ E x « (k ) e ,k<r- r'>. (B.5)
k
If concerning to time £, equation (B.3) and (B.4) are respectively,
n ( r , t ) =  —  ^ ^ n ( k , a i ) e ,k re - " ‘da),(B.6)
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eikTe - ^ ‘du.
and
1 r°°
- ° °  k
Now using the Fourier series (B.5), the above two equations may be reduced to
p ( r j ) = 2
(B.7)
2 irft j — 0 0
r 00




The response function is defined as
X e ( M )  =   ^ °
/  /  -  / ')e ,k (r r )p(r', t')dr'dt'. (B.8)
 —00 JCl 1.
if t < 0
Xe(k,£) otherwise,
and its Fourier representation is,
1 r 00
X e ( k , 0  =  ^ / _ o o ^ e( k ’ U;) e,U;l 
Substituting equation (B.9) in equation (B.8), gives
(B.9)
/*°° 1 r°° 1 r°° ■ i\
- e  n(k ,u,)e~^du, =  —  dt‘p(k ,t ' )—  Xe(k ,w )e -““ - ‘W
J — 00 Z7T J  — 00 Z7T */—00
roo




— en(k,w ) =  X«(k,w)/>(k,w) 
Comparing equation (B .l), Xe(k,w) can be written as
(B .ll)
X e( k , C j )  =
1
£e(k,U>)
-  1. (B. 12)
APPENDIX C
Interaction between Electrons and 
Ions
Suppose Wie is the total potential energy of electron-ion interaction in a binary 
alloy system having a form:
w ie = - e £ X  /  Zaene{r,t)Vic( r - R aj)d3r.
a  J = 1 J Q
(C.l)
The force on the i-th ion of a  species from the electrons in the binary alloy system 
will then depend on —VatVF,e
-  V a,W,e = f  ne(r, t)V'e(r -  Rß,)<f
0 i  Ja
From equation (3.10), ne(r, t) can be written as
r. (C.2)
ne(r,t) = /  X e ( r - R ai, t - t ' ) d t '
at  J ~°°
- -  f  [  Xe(r -  r ', t  -  t')pext(r',t')dzr'dt'. e J q J —oo
Therefore,
Vm Y  Zpe2 Y  Ja M r ,  i )Vie{r -  R W)d3r =
ß J
Nß [ N y
\< ? V * iY z <>f E Z-> f  X « ( r - R yl, t - t ' )d t 'z ßi j q  j -o o
(C.3)
V ic( r - R 0j)d3r
—eVaj Y  Zß J  [ f  f  Xe(r - r ’, t -  t')pcxt(r', t’)d3r'dt'} P ’e(r -  R 0j)<t
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The factor 
(C.4) is
[i] =  -
2Q2
= [l] +  [2], (C.4)
\  introduced is the correction for the double counting. The first part of
i r r t
■~e2V a, E  z„  /  E  M  Xe(r -  Rw, t -  
Z ß x J Q  j - o o
Vie(r -  R w )<f3r
t
? aj e  z 0z -< I  /  E f c ( k' | - ,’)'/,' ( i t y ^ ' ' ' k''(" R',l«'k','"R” 1
aril Jn J ~°° kk'
2 A^JV-
| - v aj E  Z Ä  f  E x e ( k , < - i ' ) r ,e( k ) ^ ' e - k <R--'-R^)




V0j E  / E  Xe(k, t -  ( ')V ‘e(k)<ft,e - k'<R"'‘- R'»>
✓o • » J  — OO i_ßni
X [(k • Uflj)(k • u,i) -  (k • uw)(k • u^)]
= f  E x e (k ,< -  <')^'(k)di'e-k'(R-"-R^ »
ii ßj J~oo k
kk -E  E  e<k’-R«q flk. ( 0 - k k . T -  E  e’k' R»'qak'(<')
iV  ^ k'eK iVa k'eK
= - ¥ E zJ '  E X e(k ,t -  t’)V'%k)dt’
u  ßj J -°°  k
y; k)'R01 qß ,^(t') — ^ - k k  • ^  e*^k/ k)'Ra,e *k, R^ qak,(^ )
k'eK N a  k'eK
Np rt
J ^ Z ß  £ e tK" R° V k R ~d*'
ß mk
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x [x«(k +  K m, t -  t')V^ +  K m)(k +  K m) • q^k(t')
- ^ X e ( K m, t -  t')V£mK m K m • q ok] ,
The Fourier transform of Xe(k,a>) with respect to time:
1 f°°
X «(M ) =  —  J ^ X e ( k ,u ) e ~ tutdu
where
X e(M ) =  0 if t <  0
See Appendix B for details. Then
Nß
T , z ß
ß
[x.(k +  K m,u,)Vft Km(k +  K m)(k + K m) • q„ktt')
S * ‘ (K ’
w )V £ K mK m ■ dt'
Zae‘ 
2 tt n glKm’Ra^ g d(.C
[xe(k +  K m,w)VJe+Km(k +  K m)(k +  K m) • q/jkM
- ^ X . ( K m, « ) l i t K mK m • qok(a>)
The second part of (C.4) is
Np t
[2] =  —eV aj £ Z ,  /  /  Xe(r - r ' , t -  t')pext(r', t')d3r'dt'Vte(i 
n- JCl J  — oo
R ßj)<Pr
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IV ß  1
= Zß LE  V'e(k)Xe(k',i -
i l  ßi Jn  J -co  kk ,k„
e -ik .(r -R s.)e .k '(r -r ')e,k” r-rf3r /d3r(f<,
E Z<s /  f  E  ^ 'e(k )x 4 k - t -  , t')e-'k K»'dt'
ßi k
=  - £ z a r  ^ k V ^ k ^ k J  -  t')pcxt{kj')e'kR°’dt'
J l J — OO
= - * ^ E kV'e(k ) /_“  Xa(k,a,)peI1(k,u;)e'kR- e - '“1da.. 
Thus, the form required in Chapter 3 is
v „ ,  £  ^ e 2 £  ^  ne(r, t) V e(r -  R w)d3 
,2Zae^ /•OO
E ^  E  /  [x«(k + Km,u)Vi;e+Km(k + Km)(k + Km)/O 1 _ T/- J — OOi,k€K
-^ X e (K m ,u > )V ^ K mK m • qc>k(a,)]e'K"‘'R^ e ik'R“'e -'“'<ia,




The Form of k • q ^
In a long-wave length limit, i.e., for smallk, equation (3.23) can be written as,
Ma 2 i \  ^ i i Tj/a/3/i \ 247reZQkpex*(k,a;)
nt»e.(k.o,) • (IU)
By multiplying a factor ek to both side of equation (D.l), we get
, , x ^ , 2 .  , W°P(k) lPext( k,U>)
— Zaek • qQk(uj) = } ^ k z ßek ' <\ßk A 7 ~ 2 ------ 7r — T ’V  inZaZpe2 £e(k,u;)
(D.2)
where a;2 -  n  u;a  M o
In the long-wave length limit, the longitudinal ion plasma frequency for each 
species a (ignoring the interaction with electrons) is of the form k) = +
ß2I(a)k2. This gives
k2W?ß
-------------------- —  =
4:7rZa Z p e 2
. + ^ i  i{a = 0
5e(k,w) Ul%
< £«(k,u;)
Substituting equation (D.3) into equation (D.2), gives
otherwise
(D.3)
(1 + D0)Z0ek • qak + J2 z 0eic ' «ia* = (k,w) (D.4)
ßß?a
where $la = ßak ^  ee(k,o;).
u a
For entire species of ions, equation (D.4) can be written in a matrix form
AB = C (D.5)
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where
A =
i +  n, 1 1 . . . 1 \
l 1 + ^ 2 1 . . . 1
l 1 1 +  . . 1
1 +  }
1 Ziek  • q lk > 




\  Znek • qn^  /
and
(  1 ^ 
1
1
O — i p e x t (  k,U»?y
V 1 /
Then m atrix B can be obtained as
B =  A _1C.
Skipping all the algebra, the inverse of m atrix A can be written as
(D.6)
A " 1
'  n> n ? 0 + L ?V
ni° 2(l+Zn ifc)
nin2(i+b? ?fc) 
^  ~ ni(i+E„?fc)
nin-U+Enifc)
\  OlßnU + Enifc) n- ßJ» d + L t )  /
(D.7)
Finally, a form of k • qak is obtained which leads to,
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z ° e k q “ k  ( i ff ( !  +
__  l  ß e .x t i^ - O l  ^ - 'ü  )
_ ^ ( i  + E ö^ ) ' (D.8)
APPENDIX E
Matrix elements for the equation of 
motion of binary alloy systems
For tackling the difficulty of speeding up the summations in the elements of the 
dynamic vibration matrix <f>(k), Ewald-Fuchs method is introduced to achieve the 
purpose [see Ewald (1921), Ewald (1938) and Kittel (1953)].
The total potential energy W  which excludes the external test charge is
W =  Wa + Wb + Wrf + Wie, (E.l)
where Wa + Wf, is the pure Coulomb potential. Wvd stands for the contribution 
from van der Waals interaction to the total energy of the ionic system. And Wte 
represents the contribution from electron-ion interaction.
In the ionic system, the real interaction between two ions is
V(Rai — R/?j) = ka(Rat “  R ßj) + H(Ra» “  R ßj) + Kd(Rat' ~ R ßj) (E.2)
Vvd is the contribution from the non-Coulombic interaction. The dominant non 
Coulombic interaction would be of the van der Waals type, and is considered here. 
Then the real potential energy of the system can be written as
\ E)E - Rw) = wa + wb + wvi
0t,ß i,j
Let VFa, which is a part of Coulomb potential energy, be
W a =
Airq" E E E
k a,ß t,j
exp(—ik  • K l^ ß)exp(—k2/At])
(E.3)
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X [l + (k . uL)(k . u') - I [ ( k . u ' ) 2 + (k -u ' )2]
where the distance between any two ions is
R&  = K -  R j.
(E.4)
Let Wb, which is the rest of total Coulomb potential energy, be
L Ctß l ,j
1 - G ( ^ |R ^ | )
| R  b  13
l r t cr/3 l
j \2«  -  O
+ 9|Bij |2[R» g - « - U g )]2
^\^aß\
------2------+ 2 J I 2 +  ^ a ~ ^
(E.5)
where G(x) is the error function,
G(x) = —= f  exp{—z2)dz. (E.6 )
y/TT JO
Equation (E.4) and (E.5) are formulas which are derived by introducing two 
Gaussian distributions of charge of opposite sign centred at each lattice point [see 
Ewald (1921), Ewald (1938), Kittel (1953) and Clark (1958)] The sum over / is the 
potential due to the point charges, each surrounded by a Gaussian distribution of 
charge of the opposite sign. The parameter 77 is the square of the half-width of each 
of the Gaussian distributions which can be adjusted to achieve rapid convergence 
in the calculation.
Wvd, which is energy from van der Waals interaction, is
+ 2 V exP(-n(^al j)2)
Ij I 
La ß  I
W«i = 5 £ £[V«|(R&) + (uL -  u j) ■ ■ (ui, -  uj)]. (E.7)
Z aß Ij
The term of the first order in (ula — uJ0) vanishes because of the symmetric structure 
in the system.
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E.l Calculation of the potential Wa
The force on the z-th ion of 7 species will depend in part on — V 7,-VKa. This 
derivative is found from equation (E.4) to be
- V 7tWa =
i7T^ Na E  {if (k + Km)(k + Km)(k + Km) -  F(Km)KmKm] • q,k
m k
+ [F(k + Km)(k + Km)(k + Km) • q^k -  F(Km)KmKm ■ qlk
In a binary system, there are two species ions. Let them  be a  and ß. The 
k th  term  of the summation in the above expression for the two species is — (V ai- +  
V ßi)W a, and its form in reciprocal space is
—4'Kq2N a
flM auj2a
£  {[F(k + Km)(k + Km)(k + Km) -  F(Km)KmKm] •
+ [F(k + Km)(k + Km)(k + Km) -  F(Km)KmKm] • (qak + qflk),
(E.9)
where
F(k) =  ~ l k j ^ '  (E-10)
E.2 Calculation of the potential Wb
The force on the z-th ion of 7 species will also depend in part on — V 7,-W&. This 
derivative is found from equation (E.5) to be
-v*wi = -<?2 E  ( C il-K  -  4 )  + 7J tt& p ■ K  -
30 { ^K 7/3)
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where
( « & )
+ 2*)R& • (u (E .ll)
Wi 1 -G (^ |R ^ |)  
^  -  iTT/t t ;R/j I3tX'a ß \
(E. 12)
and
H'le =  2
i? e^p(-'/(R -oß)2)
I 12 (E.13)
The k-th term  of the force on the 7 species ion is — V 7t- in reciprocal space, 
and is
1
M X [V„vn]k = T r^EK,[ ( q ,k  -  q ,ke'k (R»>-R-))
M -Iu l  iff
- _ R ^  • (q7k -  q ,ke'k (R* - R->)R^]
+ f f ^ [ (q 7k -  qjakeik'(R'» -R- ))
- ( T ^ J T J  +  2 r/)R ^  • (q-,k -  % k e-k 'R* - R- l ) R ^ ]
(R -7/3)
(E. 14)
For the binary system with only two species, the k-th  term  of the summation in 
the force from the two species is — (V ai- +  and its form in reciprocal space
is,
M X1 [(V„- + V*)Wi]k = 9, ,  2 E ( q ok + q/jk){ (e ’k(R“' R“' ' - i )lV la Lü0t ■
-  I) +  ^ [ ( tX  +  2p ) R l R L  - 1]
(R £>)2 (R Ja )1
+(e ik (R ^-R Qt) _ i)
- 1) +Ää i( (^ j5 +2")R»  - (E.15)
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E.3 The contribution from van der Waals interaction W vd
Finally, the force on the i-th ion of 7 species will also depend in part on the 
non-Coulomb potential, and is — This derivative is found from equation
(E.7) to be
-  [V-rfW*]k =
y  [e*k'*R/JJ Ra,)V 7iV 7JKd(R/3j — Ra») • — V 7;V 7jK <i(R 0j — R at) • q Qk
i ß
(E. 16)
As before, in the binary system the k-th term of the summation in the force 
from the non-Coulombic potential on the two species in a reciprocal space has the 
form,
77“ 2 +  Vß.)VTw]k =  T7~ 2 E [(e'k(R- - R-> -  l)V 0,Vc,_,K<i(Roj -  Hoi)
l v la iü a  lV la U)Q •
+ (c ik-(R«-R«i) _  1 )V aiV aj V v d ( H ß j  -  R ai)] • (q ak +  q/3k) (E.17)
E.4 Contribution to the dynamic matrix from electron-ion 
interaction
As mentioned in the first part of this appendix, W{e is a total potential energy 
from the contribution of electron-ion interaction in the system. In a binary system 
which include two ion species only and from equations (3.23) and (3.24), the kth 
term of the summation of the force on the two species from electron-ion interaction 
— (Vot- + V ßi)Wa in reciprocal space can be immediately worked out as
-xr^ t(v"+v*)wyk =l V l a UJa
E  I(k + K m)(k + K m)«(k  + K m) -  K mK m<P(Kra)] (1 + eiK"-R^ ) .  (E.18)
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E.5 Dynamic matrix of binary alloy system




the dynamic matrix for a binary alloy system can be written as
$(k) = XI l(k + Km)(k + Km)Fc(k + K m) — K mK mFc(Km)] (1 + e'Km'RaS)
m
n x I r r n  I
ß.-------Y \ T tJ + T Ji7rNa y  L aa a
E  (Y-  + Y^ j4tt(Zae)2Na y





e x p (- |k |2/4r;)
(E.21)
.kR'iY”, =  ( e K^ - l ) V a, V 0i (E.22)
M  + f 2 ) 5
e2n,
+  £ 2 ) ’
(E.23)
(E.24)
T%  = (e‘kRS> — 1)
G U tJ-TtR Ä  -  I) + Hl12(X77j l ^  + « , -  I
« ) : 2 W
1
* «  = (M k) -  1)V/,' (k)'
(E.25)
(E.26)
ap(i£) is electric dipole polarisabilities of ion species ß  (at the imaginary frequency 
<0-
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For derivation of equations (E.23) which is the van der Waals interaction, and 
(E.24) which is a formula for calculating the electric dipole polarisability of the ion 
species ß, see Mahanty and Taylor (1978).
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